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ABSTRACT

Modeling, Simulation and Design of Plasmonic Nanoarchitectures for Ultrafast
Circuit Systems

by

Kyungjun Song

Co-Chairs : Pinaki Mazumder and A. Galip Ulsoy

The dissertation focuses on a new ultrafast circuit system based on plasmonic nanoar-

chitectures. To achieve this goal, we investigate novel plasmonic devices to integrate

with nanoelectronics, resulting in enormous signal functionality, integration and com-

puting speed. First, we concentrate on metallic nanoparticles arrays and metallic

nanowires because these plasmonic nanoarchitectures provide a promising way to lo-

calize the light below the diffraction limit, thus yielding the feasibility of integration

of optical-electronic devices. Specifically, we develop SPICE equivalent circuit models

which can be easily simulated together with current electronic circuit components.

Second, we introduce new plasmonic switches using metallic metamaterials, because

surface plasmon modes generate weakly localized surface plasmon polariton confine-

ment in the RF-THz spectrum. Specifically, we build holes, grooves, and dimples at

the subwavelength scale, thus creating spoof surface plasmon polariton modes similar

to surface plasmon polariton modes existing in the IR-Optical spectrum. Finally,

we provide metallic photonic crystal slabs to increase the nanophotodiode sensitivity.

Furthermore, the signal detection emitted by nanometer atoms and molecules can be

xii



significantly enhanced by increasing the transmission of light through the metallic

photonic slab. Thus, the artificially designed metallic photonic crystal slab allows us

to obtain the high sensitivity needed for ultrafast circuit systems.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Over the past several decades, VLSI integrated circuits assisted by electrons have

had a significant impact on industrial and information technology. As predicted by

Moore’s law, the information density on a chip has doubled every two years, thus

computing power has exponentially increased [1],[2]. Even though Moore’s law pre-

cisely predicted the increase of computing speed for several decades, the exponential

trend of computing speed clearly cannot continue indefinitely. Furthermore, such ex-

ponential growth will be limited by the current electron architecture. For example,

the electrons flow in modern computers operating at high frequency generate serious

problems such as power dissipation, small bandwidth and crosstalk. In order to over-

come such fundamental issues, particular attention is being paid to on-chip optical

data transfer because photon flows provide the high frequency, large photon energy

and short wavelength for ultrafast circuit systems [3],[4].

Recently, the feasibility of silicon lasing, photo-detection, and co-integration of

on-chip optical interconnects has sparked enormous optimism in the CMOS VLSI

industry because intra-chip high-speed binary data transfer via high-bandwidth op-

tical waveguides is expected to solve various limitations of conventional metallic

wires which are dominantly used in intra-chip wiring in commercial chips. With
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aggressive device and interconnect scaling, metallic interconnect is witnessing sev-

eral formidable problems, namely, increasing propagation delays on long global wires,

increasing power dissipation due to wide-scale insertion of signal boosting buffers,

and intrinsic coupling between wires causing signal-dependent time delays and logi-

cal faults. Optical interconnect, in contrast, offers very small interconnect delay, high

bandwidth of data transfer, significantly reduces power consumption by obviating the

need for repeaters, and virtually eliminates the coupling noise and electromagnetic

(EM) interference between various adjacent wires [5],[6],[7].

Therefore, future generation VLSI chips will seek convergence of computing and

optical communication where photonic signals propagating at 100’s of THz speed will

stream into a VLSI chip through a fiber optic cable and then the optical data will

be down-converted and processed by computing circuitry operating at 10’s of GHz

speed. However, the real problem is that optical waveguides used in routing optical

signals are generally micron-scale wide (10-100 microns) while the electronic compo-

nents will employ sub-50 nm CMOS technology causing a huge mismatch between

device dimensions because the optical pulse cannnot propagate along the conventional

waveguide if the size dimension of the waveguide is smaller than the wavelength of

the signal pulse [8],[9].

In order to resolve the coupling problem between optical and electronic signals,

surface plasmon (SP) is now being extensively pursued for fabricating nanoscale pho-

tonic components. Notably, a metal has a negative dielectric permittivity in the

optical spectrum, thereby offering the light confinement in subwavelength structures

and guiding light over the plasmonic structure. Therefore, plasmonic devices have

the potential to integrate optical components with electron devices because nanoscale

plasmonic components have the ability to operate at optical frequencies while the

physical dimensions are comparable to electronic components [9]. Furthermore, as

illustrated in Fig. 1.1, the promising capability of plasmonic devices to combine

2
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of on-chip integration of plasmonic signals

the electrical functionality, integration and computation can be achieved by using

photonic detection devices such as ultrafast photodectors [10] and nanowire field

transistors [11].

To achieve light localization on a subwavelength wire based on plasmonic de-

vices, many researchers have investigated one-dimensional plasmonic structures such

as metallic nano-particle (MNP) arrays [12],[13],[9],[14],[15] and metallic nanowires

(MNW) [8],[16],[17],[18]. With the help of nanofabrication technology such as elec-

tron beam lithography (EBL) [19], ordered metallic nanostructures can now be built

to manipulate the efficient light-matter coupling between electromagnetic (EM) and

metallic nanostructures. For example, the selective optical absorption of a spher-

ical metallic nanoparticle (MNP) allows development of next generation photonic

devices such as subwavelength guides [20],[21], focusing elements [21] and SP biosen-

sors [22],[23]. Some analytical caculations [20],[21], numerical approaches [13],[18]

3



and experiments [12] have demonstrated electromagnetic (EM) signal energy transfer

along on array of metallic nanoparticles. In addition, the light confinement method

along the metallic nanowires (MNW’s) enables to obtain more reliable plasmonic sig-

nal transport compared to MNP’s chain array. Thus, the SP waves in the metallic

nanowires (MNW’s) merit special attention due to potential applications in photonic

circuitry [24],[25], subwavelength optical imaging [26],[27],[28],[29] and quantum op-

tics [30],[31].

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to develop i) theoretical analysis , ii) physi-

cal structures, and iii) optimization of design parameters for plasmonic components

combined with semiconductor devices. Specifically, we focus on the local plasmonic

interconnect and global plasmonic interconnect to incorporate disparate semicon-

ductor technologies such as CMOS, Si-Ge, semiconductor laser, quantum devices,

high electron mobility transistors (HEMT’s) and heterojunction bipolar transistors

(HBT’s).

First, in order to achieve local plasmonic interconnects on a chip, we study the

MNP arrays and MNW that can be easily integrated with the current silicon plat-

form. Specifically, we develop SPICE compatible circuit models for plasmonic de-

vices so that they can be simulated together with other CMOS, Si-Ge and Group

III-V compound semiconductor devices for which commercial SPICE models are al-

ready available. Currently, most of the plasmon devices are stimulated with full-wave

Maxwell Equation solvers such as a Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) simula-

tor which requires a large amount of computing time to model a tiny nanowire. In

order to design integrated hybrid systems, as in Fig. 1.1, it will be necessary to de-

velop analytical equations for plasmonic structures so that they can be represented as

SPICE equivalent circuit models and can be simulated together with other electronic

circuit elements.

However, the limitations of nanoscale plasmonic components are that due to high

4
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Figure 1.2: Plasmonics is a bridging technology between photonics and electronics
because it operates at 100’s of THz like photonics at nanoscale dimensions
compatible with CMOS electronics
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attenuation of SP signal, they can be only used as local interconnects in chip-scale

applications. Specifically, the issue of propagation loss along the plamsonic architec-

ture remains to be tackled since the dimension contraction, such as transformation

from two-dimensional waves to one-dimensional waves, increases damping coefficients

because low-dimensional waves lead to strong momentum waves. Moreover, this sig-

nificant energy attenuation in the nano-scale domain leads to substantial difficulties

in harnessing plasmonics in on-chip nano-scale waveguide and other near-field optical

applications.

Next, in order to design long buses and interconnects in VLSI applications, we

adopt a new and different method by concentrating on the spoof surface plasmon po-

lariton at near Tera Hertz (THz) speeds as illustrated in Fig. 2. For example, Wang,

et el suggested the simple and efficient guiding method based on surface plasmon

polariton (SPP) propagating on the simple metal wire, thereby providing low dissipa-

tion and low dispersion [32]. Specifically, we demonstrate how to build efficient global

plasmonic interconnects by utilizing these mimicking spoof surface plasmon polari-

ton (SSPP) modes [33],[34]. However, to perform more complex signal routing (and

process arbitrary Boolean functions if this technique can be extended to logic oper-

ations), the long interconnect will require dynamic control of the guided plasmonic

signal [35],[36]. Therefore, we demonstrate that dynamic control of spoof surface

plasmon polariton modes in the THz frequency domain can be accomplished by using

electro-optical control on a corrugated semiconductor structure. Furthermore, the

slow light propagation enabled by the corrugated metallic gap structure can dramati-

cally shift the resonant frequency at small refractive index changes. Thus, a powerful

switching concept based on resonant frequency modulation can be applied to develop

dynamic THz components such as switches and logic gates. The promising ability of

the metamaterial is to localize terahertz pulse, providing a high extinction ratio and

minaturize the THz switching components for large scale optical integration.
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Finally, we design the metallic photonic crystal slab for a nanophotodiode which

is useful to convert the optical signal to an electronic signal in very small plasmonic

architecture. Specifically, we focus on the new architecture to enhance transmission at

a specific frequency by using a one-dimensional periodic arrangement of cuts through

corrugated slits. Furthermore, these thin film photonic behaviors can be significantly

tailored by creating a photonic band structure, thus allowing us to obtain ultrfast

and high sensitive photodectors.

1.2 Organization

Specifically, we study the following four different types of plasmonic interconnect

structures in their thesis because they serve for coupling optical signals in three

different ways.

1. Local plasmonic interconnect based on chain of metallic nano particles (MNP’s):

We develop closed-form mathematical equations and SPICE simulation models for a

single MNP and then a plasmonic waveguide consisting of a chain of MNP’s [37].

Specifically, a parabolic chain of MNP’s can be utilized to couple SPP signals flowing

through the MNP chain at optical frequency to a wider optical waveguide located at

the focal point of the parabolic chain. Since the dimension of the metallic particles

is comparable to the sizes of the CMOS electronic components, this SPP waveguide

provides a simple mechanism to couple electronic signals to optical signals

2. Local plasmonic interconnect based on metallic nanowire (MNW): We de-

velop an analytical methodology for establishing an equivalent circuit network of

non-radiative surface plasmon (SP) energy transport along the metallic nanowire

(MNW) [38]. We derive the SP dispersion and damping relation through a modified

Bessel function electromagnetic (EM) field expansion which will lead to developing

the low-pass transmission line (TL) model. Especially, the low pass TL parameters

such as series impedance (Z) and shunt admittance (Y) can be calculated based on the
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lumped element model and harmonic voltage (current) distribution. Furthermore, the

equivalent circuit parameters such as resistance, inductance, capacitance and conduc-

tance are obtained by employing the finite difference (FD) discretization method such

as T-cell RGLC networks. Finally, these equivalent circuit elements can be verified

by using the HSPICE circuit simulation and 3D scattered finite time domain method

(FDTD). Though the propagation length of SP signals on an MNW is in the range

of 50 microns, MNW can be utilized to serve as a tapered waveguide to connect the

micro-scale wide optical waveguide with nanoscale electronic components.

3. Global plasmonic interconnect and dynamic switch based on spoof surface plas-

mon polariton (SSPP): We explore artificially corrugated perfect conductor meta-

materials with periodic arrays of grooves to propagate Tera Hertz (THz) signals

by utilizing strongly localized spoof surface plasmon polariton (SSPP) modes [39].

Specifically, we incorporate electro-optical (EO) materials such as a nematic liquid

crystal (N-LC) into the plasmonic gap to build a highly compact and efficient THz

tri-state waveguide where the SSPP propagation can be switched ON and OFF by

a low-voltage control-signal. The optimal design of the SSPP waveguide enabled by

this novel method will demonstrate i) a strong sub-wavelength SSPP localization, ii)

relatively high extinction ratio, and iii) small damping attenuation.

4. Photonic metamaterial crystal slab: We present a new design concept to in-

crease the photo-generation rate in a small active domain by using sub-wavelength

structures consisting of a surface plasmon photonic crystal slab (SPPCS) acting like a

near field generator and an antireflection coating [40]. The polarizability of rectangu-

lar metallic cylinder predicts surface plasmon (SP) resonance frequency in the SPPCS

photodiode. Thus, the enhanced near field intensity arising from SP resonant oscil-

lation has the potential to solve the low photo-generation problem. In addition, the

photonic band structure dramatically changes TM photonic maps with extraordinary

transmission and low reflection, thereby leading to an efficient nano-photodiode.
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Figure 1.3: (a) Yee’s finite difference algorithm, (b) FDTD basic flow chart

1.3 Numerical simulation methods

Development of the software for nanoscale plasmonic architectures requires the

complex mathematical computation described by Maxwell equations. Furthermore,

the plasmonic computer-aided design (CAD) enables us to calculate the electromag-

netic phenomena subjected by nanoscale geometries consisting of different types of

materials such as frequency-dependent, nonlinear and anisotropic materials. In addi-

tion, we can easily handle the plasmonic behaviors related to scattering, transmission,

diffraction and polarization. Many standard numerical approaches such as frequency-

domain, time-domain and eigensolver calculations can be applied to calculate the

photonic behavior of plasmonic architectures. However, each numerical approach has

own unique strength and weakness. Therefore, our plasmonic simulation methods are

based on the two core algorithms depending on the Finite-Difference-Time-Domain

(FDTD) and Rigorous-Coupled-Wave-Analysis (RCWA) because they are easier to

implement and combine with parallel computing with minimal physical sacrifice.

1.3.1 Finite difference time domain method

First, we implement the finite difference time domain method (FDTD), in which

we use a leap-frog algorithm and full wave vector representation as shown in Fig.1.3(a)

[41],[42],[43]. Fig.1.3(b) shows the basic FDTD flow chart to calculate the E and H

field in the scattered finite time domain simulation. Moreover, the FDTD method
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allows us to calculate the SSPP dispersion relation, damping curve, quality factor

Q and bandwidth for the performance of the plasmonics device. Specifically, we

establish the scattered field FDTD implementation since this approach has some

advantages over the total field FDTD formulation in that the dispersive calculation

error of incident field is negligible and absorbing boundary condition of scattered field

can be easily implemented. When developing the FDTD software, we experiment

the promising applications such as surface plasmon resonance, metallic nanoparticles

and metallic nanowire, nonlinear plasmonic materials and complex electromagnetic

phenomena.

In this thesis, we focus on the scattered Finite Different Time Domain Formulation

in Plasmonic Structures. Specifically, the total field is divided into two fields, namely,

the incident field and scattered field, that is, Etot(r) = Einc(r) + Escat(r). To obtain

the optical EM propagation in the plasmonic waveguide, we can not use constant

parameters such as permittivity and susceptibility in the metallic structures. Since

these parameters have different values corresponding to frequency, it is necessary

to implement a frequency dependent model. It can be shown that the electric flux

density in a metal can be described by:

D(r, w) = ε0ε∞E(r) + P (r) = ε0[ε∞ + χe(r, ω)]E(r) (1.1)

Here, ε0 is the free space permittivity, ε∞ is the relative permittivity at ω = ∞,

P (r) is the polarization vector and χe is the electric susceptibility. We use the Drude

model to demonstrate the material response of a noble metal. The susceptibility of

the Drude model is described by the following equation:

χe(t) =
ω2
p

νc
(1− e−νct)S(t) χe(ω) = − ωp2

ω(ω + jνc)
(1.2)

Here, χe(t) is the time domain susceptibility, χe(ω) is the frequency domain suscep-
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tibility of Drude model and S(t) is the unit step function. By using time domain

susceptibility of the Drude model, we obtain the scattering FDTD field formulation

∇×(H inc+Hscat) = σ(Einc+Escat)+ω0ω∞
[Einc + Escat]

∂t
+ω0

∂

∂t
[(Einc+Escat)∗χ(t)]

(1.3)

This method gives the following numerical relationships between the electrical and

magnetic fields in the scattered FDTD formulation.

Escatt,n+1
x (j) = ε∞

σ4t
ε0

ε∞+ε∞+χ0
Escatt,n
x (j) + ε∞

σ4t
ε0

ε∞+ε∞+χ0

∑n−1
m=0 E

scatt,n−m
x (j)4χm

+ 4t
(σ4t
ε0

ε∞+ε∞+χ0)ε04y
[H

N+1/2
z (j + 1/2)−HN+1/2

z (j − 1/2)]

− 4t
(σ4t
ε0

ε∞+ε∞+χ0)ε04z
[H

N+1/2
y (j + 1/2)−HN+1/2

y (j − 1/2)]

− 4t
(σ4t
ε0

ε∞+ε∞+χ0)

∂
∂t

[En+1 ∗ χ(t)]

− σ4t
(σ4t
ε0

ε∞+ε∞+χ0)ε0
Einc,n+1
x (j)

− (ε∞−1)∆t

(σ4t
ε0

ε∞+ε∞+χ0)ε0
Einc,n+1
x (j)

(1.4)

We use the recursive formation to evaluate the scattered electric field ψn(i) = En
scat∆χ

0+

χn−1(i)exp(−νc∆t) where

χm =

(m+1)∆t∫
m∆t

χ(Λ)dΛ and ∆χm = χm − χm+1 (1.5)

As in the case of the Drude model susceptibility, the Drude model recursive formula-

tion can be described by:

∆χm = −
ω2
p

ν2
c

(exp(−mνc∆t))(1− exp(−νc∆t))2 (1.6)

For determination of the convolution of the incident wave, we use the sine incident
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wave by using a complex quantity:

Einc(t) = exp(jωt− jk · p) (1.7)

Here, k is the wavevector of the incident wave and p is the point of calculation in the

simulation domain. The convolution term is given by the following equation:

∂

∂t
[Einc,n+1(i) ∗ χ(t)] (1.8)

With the complex sinewave, this convolution term is then given by:

∂

∂t
[Einc,n+1(i) ∗ χ(t)] = E0exp(−jk · p)

ω2
p

νc

∂

∂t
[

t∫
0

1− exp(−νcΛ− νct+ jωΛ)dΛ] (1.9)

1.3.2 Rigorous coupled wave analysis

The RCWA has been the most widely used method for the accurate analysis of

the diffraction of electromagnetic waves by periodic structures [44],[45],[46],[47]. Fur-

thermore, it has been used successfully and accurately to analyze various periodic

devices such as multiplexed holographic gratings, two-dimensional (2D) surface-relief

gratings, and anisotropic gratings for both planar and conical diffraction. In addi-

tion, the RCWA method can be applied to calculate the analytical SSPP modes and

dispersions including the multiple order terms (n > 0). Even though the theoretical

analysis can be used to calculate the SSPP dispersion in simple periodic corrugated

structures such as grating structure and metallic wire, the analytical method is highly

limited to complex geometries and different grating structures. To solve these dif-

ficulties, we introduce more accurate solutions by using the rigorous coupled wave

analysis (RCWA).

Moreover, the strength of this algorithm leads us to calculate accurate photonic
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maps including reflection, transmission and absorption of the periodic plasmonic

structure. Therefore, this approach can be applied to various plasmonic sensing ap-

plications such as plasmonic photodiodes, plasmonic biosensors and plasmonic meta-

material devices.

1.4 Original Contributions

The original contributions of the plasmonic research documented in this disserta-

tion can be summarized as follows:

1. Derivation of an equivalent circuit modeling of a linearly equispaced MNPs

plasmon wire using rigorous electromagnetic analysis (Chapter II : An Equivalent

Circuit Modeling of an Equispaced Metallic Nanoparticles (MNPs) Plasmon Wire.

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NANOTECHNOLOGY, 8(3):412-418, MAY 2009)

2. Derivation of a SPICE (simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis)

circuit modeling of metallic nanowires (Chapter III : Equivalent Circuit Modeling of

Nonradiative Surface Plasmon Energy Transfer Along the Metallic Nanowire. To be

published : IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NANOTECHNOLOGY)

3. Introduce a new terahertz switch using the perfect conductor metamaterial

based on resonant frequency modulation (Chapter IV : Active Terahertz Spoof Surface

Plasmon Polariton Switch Comprising the Perfect Conductor Metamaterial. IEEE

TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTRON DEVICES, 56 (11, Sp. Iss. SI) : 2792-2799,

NOV 2009)

4. Design a surface plasmon photonic crystal slab for an efficient nanophotodiode

(Chapter V : One-Dimensional Surface Plasmon Photonic Crystal Slab (SPPCS) for

a nanophotodiode. IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NANOTECHNOLOGY, 9(4) : 470-

473, Jul 2010)
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CHAPTER II

An equivalent circuit modeling of an equispaced

metallic nanoparticles plasmon wire

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we focus on rigorous way to develop the equivalent circuit modeling

of a MNP and an equispaced linear MNPs array based on the electric dipole moment

(EDM)[37]. First, to develop the inductance and capacitance elements, the internal

oscillation energy and EM near-field energy can be calculated based on the EDM.

Second, to describe the resistance elements and the applied signal, four main power

flows including relaxation loss, radiation outflow emission, host matrix coupling, and

applied signal interaction are calculated by using the rigorous EM analysis. Third,

the conservation of energy law leads to computation of the relaxation, radiation, and

surrounding matrix damping frequency. Fourth, the resonant behavior of SP modes

in a single MNP is represented by a lumped SP resonant circuit model. The lumped

resonant circuit parameters such as capacitance, inductance, and conductance are

calculated by using the equation of motion of the EDM, electric potential, and EM

nearfield energy. Finally, nanoelements of a MNP are extensible to the equivalent

circuit modeling for a closely equally spaced MNPs array as a voltage-controlled

voltage source (VCVS) by using the SP couplings between MNPs. Furthermore, these
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Figure 2.1: Nondimensional EDM |p|/(4πε0R3Einc) as a function of photon energy.
These curves are obtained from the cubic spline method by using the
Johnsons experimental optical data of three different noble metals: Cu,
Au, and Ag.

calculations not only give a qualitative understanding about SP modes originating

from a single MNP, but also provide the physical intuition of the complex physical

phenomena occurring in the MNPs waveguide.

2.2 EDM of a spherical MNP

In a spherical MNP waveguide, the first spherical MNP along the chain is opti-

cally irradiated by a near-field generator such as NSOM (near-field scanning optical

microscope) or optical input system such as far and near field conversion structure

[48], [49]. Since the wavelength of light is large compared to the geometry of particles,

the validity of uniform EM field is reasonable and the electric charge distribution pro-

duces the coherent EDM. Especially, in the nanoscale domain, SP modes generate an

EM dipole field. In order to evaluate the EDM and account for strong EM absorption

at the optical spectrum, we assume that uniform EM wave applies to spherical MNP
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and produces the electron cloud oscillation. Under these assumptions, the EDM of

the MNP can be described by

p = 4πε0R
3

(
εr(ω)− 1

εr(ω) + 2

)
Einc (2.1)

where R is the radius of an MNP and εr(ω) is the dielectric response. Fig. 2.1 shows

the nondimensional EDM |p|/(4πε0R3Einc) by using the Johnsons experimental data

of three different noble metals such as Cu, Au, and Ag [50]. In addition, the com-

plex dielectric constant εr(ω)= εre(ω) + jεim(ω) is obtained from the cubic spline

regression method, as shown in inset of Fig. 2.1. As can be seen, three noble met-

als have different magnitude of the EDM, Cu (1.422), Au (1.739), and Ag (10.72),

with different resonant frequencies: Cu (2.11 eV), Au (2.36 eV), and Ag (3.49 eV).

In general, these Lorentzian behaviors can be explained by using the Drude model

approximation. The complex dielectric of noble metals can be described by the Drude

model

εr(ω) = 1−
ω2
p

ω(ω + jγ)
(2.2)

where ωp =
√
nee2/ε0me is the bulk plasma frequency and γ is the relaxation damping

frequency. It follows from the previous equations that the EDM can be written as

p = 4πε0R
3

−ω2
p

3ω(ω + jγ)− ω2
p

Einc (2.3)

From (2.3), the resonant frequency can be calculated as

ωo =

√
ω2
p

3
− γ2

2
(2.4)

However, in the case of the MNP, because the bulk plasma frequency (ωp) is about

ten times higher in magnitude than the relaxation frequency (γ) [50], the relaxation

damping frequency effect on the resonance frequency is almost negligible. Therefore,
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the resonant frequency is almost equal to ωo =
√

1/3ωp. However, the Lorentzian line

shape with FWHM depends on bulk plasma frequency (ωp) and relaxation damping

frequency (γ). For instance, as shown in Fig. 2.1, Ag with high bulk plasma frequency

(ωp) and low relaxation frequency (γ) generates the localized EM field enhancement

compared to other noble metals such as Au and Cu.

2.3 Internal oscillation energy and EM near-field energy

To demonstrate inductance and capacitance of the MNP, it is necessary to calcu-

late the internal oscillation energy and EM near-field energy in that internal oscillation

energy gives the equation of motion of SP modes, and EM near-field energy allows

us to calculate the energy of the capacitance element. First, in order to calculate the

internal oscillation and EM near-field energy, we begin to examine the basic physi-

cal mechanism of SP mode in the MNP. Inside the MNP, light creates an electron

gas displacement with respect to positive-ion charge. The surface charge polariza-

tion generates an electric field that acts as the restoring force inside the MNP. Thus,

this harmonic oscillatory motion is analogous to simple mechanical motion, which is

described by the spring constant and the relative displacement from the equilibrium

position. The spring constant and resonant frequency of electron clouds can be calcu-

lated by an internal electric field inside the MNP. Accordingly, the internal oscillation

energy of electron density of the MNP can be described in terms of the EDM

Ho =
1

2

me

Ne2

(
dp

dt

)2

+
1

2

meω
2
o

Ne2
p2 (2.5)

where the first term denotes the kinetic energy, the second term describes the potential

energy, p =
∫
x

′
ρ(x

′
)d3(x

′
) is the EDM, ωo is the resonant oscillation frequency, N

is the number of electrons, and me is the optical electron mass. Note that N =

4πR3ρ/3, where ρ is is the electron gas concentration and R is the radius of the MNP.
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However, in contrast to a uniformly polarized infinite dielectric slab, the spherical

surface charge distribution with axial symmetry produces the near-field EM energy

outside the MNP. To calculate the near-field EM energy,we make two assumptions:

1) almost all EM energy density can be generated by the EDM because particle

dimensions are small compared to the wavelength of oscillation frequency and 2)

the surrounding medium is linear dispersive with small attenuation coefficient and

frequency-independent permittivity. With two assumptions, the electric field in the

near-field zone (kr � 1) can be calculated by the localized oscillating system [17]

E(r, t) =
1

4πεr3
[3−→er (−→er · −→p )−−→p ] (2.6)

where ε is the permittivity in the surrounding matrix, −→p = p(r)cos(ωot)−→ez is the EDM

inside the MNP, and −→er is a unit vector in the radial direction. And, the effective EM

energy can be described by the Poyntings theorem

1

2

[
d(ωε)

dω

]
〈E(r) · E(r)〉 ≈ 1

2
〈E(r) · E(r)〉 (2.7)

Therefore, the near-field EM energy outside the MNP can be obtained by integrating

over the whole volume outside the particle

EN =
ε

2

∞∫
R

2π∫
0

π∫
0

E(r) · E(r)r2sinθdθdφdr (2.8)

The near-field EM energy can be expressed in terms of the EDM

EN =
1

12

p2

πεR3
≈ 1

24

|p|2

πεR3
(2.9)

where |p| =
√−→p ∗ · −→p means the magnitude of the EDM. The term is responsible

for dispersion relationship, optical force, and EM energy transfer along the MNP
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Figure 2.2: For the oscillatory SP modes in an MNP, energy dissipation mechanisms
such as relaxation (inside MNP), radiation energy outflow (far-field re-
gion), and surrounding matrix power loss (near-field region) are existed
in three different regions.

waveguide

2.4 Power flow calculation of a spherical MNP

In this section, we now focus on resistance elements and the applied current sig-

nal. The resistance elements and the applied current signal are strongly related to

power flows. In the case of resistance elements, there exist dissipative power flows

because of three main possible mechanisms, including electron clouds relaxation [51],

radiation energy outflow [52], and resonant surrounding matrix coupling [52] in the

three different domains, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Assuming that relaxation collision

damping force is proportional to the derivative of the electric charge displacement,

the damping force for electron clouds inside the MNP can be described by

FD = Meγ
dx

dt
(2.10)
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where γ denotes the relaxation damping coefficient. Therefore, the relaxation damp-

ing power loss per unit time can be written as follows in terms of the EDM:

dWD

dt
=
Meγ

Ne2

[
dp

dt

]2

(2.11)

In the case of the radiation damping loss, this damping mechanism is the emission of

EM power flow outside the nanoparticle. Since the radiation pattern is similar to the

dipole field distribution, radiation power depends on the dipole plasmon mode. The

electric dipole field in the far-field region (kr � 1) is given by

E(r, t) =
vk2Z

4π
([er × p]× er)

eikr

r
(2.12)

The Poynting vector allows us to calculate the radiation power as follows:

dWR

dt
=
v2Zk4|p|2sin2(wot− r/v)

6π
(2.13)

where v = c/n is the EM velocity, Z = (ε/µ)1/2 is the impedance in the surrounding

matrix, and k is the EM wavenumber. If we ignore the retarded time-delay phase

difference (r/v ≈ 0) and assume the perfect harmonic oscillator model p(r, t) =

p(r)cos(wot) because the damping decay rate is very small compared to the oscillation

frequency, the radiation power loss can be approximately obtained in terms of the

rate of change of momentum:

dWR

dt
=
v2Zk4

6πw2
o

(
dp

dt

)2

(2.14)

The last decay mechanism is the EM resonant coupling interaction with the sur-

rounding matrix. In the actual dispersive nonmagnetic media such as silicon-based

material, EM energy may be dissipated into the surrounding matrix. This dissipated
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power loss per unit time can be calculated as follows [17]:

dWM

dt
= woε0Imχ(w0)〈E(r) · E(r)〉 (2.15)

where wo is the oscillation frequency and Imχ(wo) denotes the imaginary suscepti-

bility in the surrounding matrix. Therefore, the absorbed energy in the host matrix

per unit time is calculated

dWM

dt
≈ woε0Imχ(wo)p

6R3πε2re
≈ ε0Imχ(wo)

6R3πε2rew0

(
dp

dt

)2

(2.16)

Finally, the EM field of the applied signal interacts with electron clouds in the MNP,

as shown in Fig. 2.2. This interaction between the applied signal and electron clouds

produces the external force in the MNP

F = −NeEI (2.17)

where EI means the electric field of the applied signal. The power flow of the applied

signal per unit time can be calculated in terms of the EDM

dWA

dt
= −EI

dp

dt
(2.18)

2.5 Extended oscillatory equation motion of a spherical MNP

To obtain the equation of motion of SP modes in a single MNP, the time derivative

of internal oscillation energy in the MNP is equal to power flow due to the relaxation,

radiation, surrounding matrix, and applied signal

d

dt
(Ho) = −dWD

dt
− dWR

dt
− dWM

dt
+
dWA

dt
(2.19)
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The extended oscillatory equation of motion including all damping mechanisms in

the MNP can be described by

p′′ + (γ + γR + γM)p′ + ω2
op = −Ne

2

me

EI . (2.20)

where γR is the radiation damping frequency and γM is the surrounding damping

matrix. The radiation damping frequency is given by

γR =
2ρe2v2Zk4R3

9mew2
o

(2.21)

where Z = (ε0/µ)1/2 is the impedance in the air matrix. And, the matrix damping

frequency is also determined by

γM =
2ρe2Imχ(ωo)

9meε2rewo
(2.22)

It follows from (2.21) and (2.22) that radiation damping frequency (γR) depends on

the particle size, SP oscillation frequency, and metal physical properties, whereas

matrix damping frequency (γM) relies on the optical properties of the surrounding

matrix, SP oscillation frequency, and metal physical properties. To obtain radiation

damping frequency, we choose Ag particles with different radii because the radiation

frequency relies on the particle size. For this calculation, we have used electron

concentration ρAg = 5.85× 1028/m3 and an electron mass mAg = 8.745× 10−31kg for

Ag . The surrounding matrix is chosen to be SiO2 with small attenuation coefficient

α ∼ 3/m and the refractive index n ∼ 1.56 under the assumption of an isotropic

medium in the optical regime. For maximum EDM, we use the resonant oscillation

frequency ωo = 5.302 × 1015rad/s, as shown in Fig. 2.1. For these parameters,

we calculate the imaginary susceptibility Imχ(ωo) ∼ nαc/ωo = 2.546 × 10−7 and

the surrounding matrix damping frequency γM = 3.49 × 108rad/s. Fig. 2.3 shows
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Figure 2.3: Radiation damping frequency (γR) can be calculated corresponding to
different radii. This calculation is performed for Ag.

the radiation frequency corresponding to the radius of MNP. Radiation damping

frequency (γR) is almost equal to the value of 2.91 × 109rad/s for 200 nm radius.

Therefore, in the case of resonant oscillation mode with small radius MNP and small

attenuation coefficient of the surrounding matrix, radiation and surrounding matrix

damping frequency are negligible compared to relaxation damping frequency since

relaxation damping (γ ) has the order of 1014rad/s. However, the radiation damping

(γR) can be an important factor in the event of high oscillation frequency and large

particle dimension, whereas the matrix damping frequency can be a significant factor

in a poor host matrix with large attenuation coefficient.

2.6 Nanocircuit elements of a MNP

The SP resonant behavior of a MNP can be modeled as a lumped resonant circuit,

as shown in Fig. 2.4. The circuit equation for the lumped resonant circuit is given by

d2v(t)

dt2
+
G

C

dv(t)

dt
+

1

LC
v(t) =

1

C

di

dt
(2.23)
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Figure 2.4: Equivalent models for a plasmonic MNP. (a) Mechanical spring-mass-
damping model. (b) Lumped resonant circuit model.

where v(t) represents the equivalent current voltage, and C, L, and G denote capaci-

tance, inductance, and conductance, respectively. In the spherical MNP, the average

electric potential can be written in terms of the EDM. The average electric potential

around the MNP can be calculated by integration of the internal electric field. In gen-

eral, the symmetric charge configuration of a hemispherical region gives the average

potential as follows:

vavg = −4R

3
Eint = − p

πR2(ε− ε0)
(2.24)

where Eint = 3εEI/(ε + 2ε0) denotes the internal electric field inside the MNP [10].

Therefore, the equation of motion in the lumped resonant circuit can be described in

terms of the EDM:

d2p

dt2
+
G

C

dp

dt
+

1

LC
p =
−πR2(ε− ε0)

C

di

dt
(2.25)
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Table 2.1: NANOCIRCUIT ELEMENTS OF THREE NOBLE MNPS (RADIUS R
= 20 NM) THAT IS SURROUNDED BY A FREE SPACE WITH A
REFRACTIVE INDEX n = 1

Cu Au Ag

eV(resonance) 2.11 2.36 3.49
ωo (rad/s) 3.206e15 3.585e15 5.302e15

ε -7.262+j3.460 -4.261+j2.435 -2.068+j0.279
γ (rad/s) 1.449e14 1.075e14 3.226e13

C 7.439af 3.124af 0.880af
L 13.08fH 24.91fH 40.43fH
G 1.078mS 0.339mS 0.0283mS

It has been shown that three related equations between the lumped element model

and the extended equation of motions of the EDM can be established by connecting

(2.20) and (2.25) as follows:

G

C
= γ + γR + γM = γT

1

LC
= ω2

o

Ne2

me

EI =
πR2(ε− ε0)

c

di

dt
(2.26)

There are four lumped unknown parameters (G, C, L, i) and three related equations

between the lumped circuit model and the equation of motion of the MNP. Therefore,

to determine all circuit parameters, it is necessary to set up one additional relation.

In the optical spectrum, the metallic structures have the negative permittivity that

can be described by the inductance (L), and surrounding material has the positive

permittivity that can be presented by the capacitance (C ) [53],[54]. Therefore, the

stored energy in the capacitance element in the lumped resonant circuit is almost

equal to the EM near-field energy outside MNP

UC =
1

2
Cv2

avg ≈
1

4
C|vavg|2 =

1

24

|p|2

πε0R3
(2.27)

The capacitance of a MNP is given by

C =
πR|ε− ε0|2

6ε0
(2.28)
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Figure 2.5: (a) Two fundamental coupled oscillations of a plasmon wire: longitudinal
oscillations and transverse oscillation. (b) Equivalent circuit modeling for
MNPS plasmon wire as a VCVS.

Table I shows C, L, and G components for three different noble MNP (radius 20 nm)

at three different resonant frequencies, which is surrounded by a free space with a

refractive index n = 1. To calculate nanocircuit components, the relaxation damping

frequency (γ) is taken from the Johnsons data [18]. As can be seen, compared with

Cu and Au, Ag has high inductance and small conductance for efficiently sending SP

along the MNPs. At resonant frequency ωo = 5.302× 1015rad/s, the permittivity of

Ag has the value of (−2.068 + j0.279)ε0 obtained by Johnson’s experimental optical

data [18]. Let us assume the spherical MNP with R = 20 nm. Equations (2.26) and

(2.28) show that the circuit parameters of Ag of the MNP has the value of C = 0.880

aF, L = 40.43 fH, and G = 0.0283 mS.

2.7 Equivalent circuit of MNPs plasmon wire

The subwavelength energy transfer along a closely equispaced MNPs plasmon

wire with spatial distance d can be modeled by using the nanoelements of the MNP.

As can be seen in Fig. 2.5, the first MNP of the plasmon wire is illuminated by a
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laser, thus coupled SP modes can be transported along the MNPs array. From the

point of the antenna theory, near field produced by mth dipole antenna is received by

identical (m - 1)th and (m + 1)th dipole antennas respectively; near field from (m +

1)th dipole accordingly transmits mth and (m + 2)th dipole antennas. In addition,

the efficiency of receiving antenna is also determined by the orientation between

the receiving dipole antenna and transmitting dipole antenna. The fundamental

orientations of dipole antenna in Fig. 2.5(a) indicate that there are two kinds of

SP coupled modes: longitudinal coupled modes where dipole moments are along

the propagation direction and transverse coupled modes where dipole moments are

perpendicular to the axis of the array. Depending on the polarization orientation, the

E-field received by the mth dipole antenna from the nearest SP coupling is given by

using (2.6):

Ep,m =
µipm+1(t)

4πε0n3d3
+
µipm−1(t)

4πε0n3d3
(2.29)

where µi is the polarization constant for which µL = -2 and µT = 1, pm is the EDM

of the mth MNP, n is the refractive index of the matrix, and d is the distance of an

equally spaced linear array. The equation of motions of the mth (m � 2) MNP can

be obtained by using the nearest EDM interaction

p′′i,m + γTp
′
i,m + ω2

o = −µiω2
c (pi,m−1 + pi,m+1) (2.30)

where the SP coupling frequency will be

w2
c =

Ne2

4πε0n3d3me

=
ρR3e2

3ε0n3d3me

s (2.31)

The propagating wave solution to (2.30) have the following form [20]:

pi,m = pi,m−1exp(−αd+ j(ωt± kd)) (2.32)
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where pm−1 and pm are the EDM of (m− 1)th and mth MNP, respectively, and α is

the damping constant per unit length. Substituting (2.32) into (2.30) yields

wγT + 2µiω
2
c sin(kd) sinh(αd) (2.33)

w2 = w2
c + 2µiw

2
c cos(kd) cosh(αd) (2.34)

For αd� 1, attenuation constant is approximately given by

αi =
γTω

2|µi|d sin(kd)ω2
c

(2.35)

where αT and αL are the transverse and longitudinal damping factor, respectively.

At the resonance frequency (ω = ωo), the wavenumber condition should be satisfied

kd =
π

2
(2.36)

Since the voltage of the mth MNP can be calculated by the EDM of the mth MNP

vm(t) = − pm(t)

πR2(ε− ε0)
(2.37)

The parameter that relates vm and vm−1 is the MNP plamson wire Ai = vm/vm−1

| Am
Am−1

|= exp(−αid) (2.38)

Fig. 2.5(b) shows the equivalent circuit model for the closely linear MNPs plsmon

wire as a VCVS with voltage gain Ai . Thus, voltage gain (Ai) has magnitude

| Am
Am−1

|= exp(−αid) (2.39)
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Figure 2.6: (a) Time snapshots of z component (in the xy plane) of scattered electric
field in the Ag plasmon wire. (b) Average E-field density in the Ag MNPs
plasmon wire is obtained by FDTD simulation. Values are calculated at
the identical positions of each MNP, and E -field densities are normalized
to the E -field density of position 1. (c) Average voltage of the Ag plasmon
wire is calculated by Ag circuit parameters. The voltages of MNPs plas-
mon wire at different positions are normalized to the voltage of position
1.
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Table 2.2: EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PARAMETERS OF THREE NOBLE MNPS
PLASMON WIRE (RADIUS R = 20 NM) SEPARATED BY A SPATIAL
DISTANCE (d = 60 NM) AT THREE DIFFERENT RESONANT FRE-
QUENCIES, WHICH IS SURROUNDED BY A FREE SPACE WITH A
REFRACTIVE INDEX n = 1

Cu Au Ag

eV(resonance) 2.11 2.36 3.49
ωo (rad/s) 3.206e15 3.585e15 5.302e15

ωc(coupling frequency) 1.508e15 1.530e15 1.547e15
αT (transverse damping) 1.702e6/m 1.379e6/m 5.956e6/m
αL(longitudinal damping) 8.512e5/m 6.859e5/m 2.978e5/m

exp(-αTd) 0.9209 0.9631 0.9649
exp(-αLd) 0.9502 0.9597 0.9829

Table II gives the equivalent circuit parameters including coupling frequency ωc ,

attenuation factor α, voltage gain exp(−αd) for three different noble MNP’s (radius

R = 20 nm) array with the spatial distance (d = 60 nm) at three different resonant

frequencies, which is surrounded by a free space with a refractive index n = 1.

To demonstrate the validity of our equivalent circuit parameters, we have con-

ducted 3-D scattered finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation. Fig. 2.6(a)

plots the EM energy transfer in Ag plasmon wire with radius 20 nm and distance

60 nm. For realizing a resonant SP subwavelength transfer along the plasmon wire,

the incident plane wave (ωo = 5.302× 1015 rad/s), polarized parallel to the longitudi-

nal axis of the wire, irradiates at the first MNP. Accordingly, we obtain the average

E-field density at different locations from position 1 to position 12. Values are calcu-

lated at the identical positions located at the 30 nm offset points (z -directed) from

the center of MNPs, and E-field densities are normalized to the E-field density of

position 1. In addition, Fig. 2.6(c) shows the voltage attenuation based on Table II.

As shown in Fig. 2.6(b) and (c), the FDTD calculation, from position 1 to position

3, provides strong damping coefficient compared to equivalent circuit modeling be-

cause we ignore higher order electric moments with small SP interaction compared to

EDM coupling. However, FDTD simulation, after position 3, shows that attenuation
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coefficient is closely similar to the voltage attenuation since the SP energy transfer

along the MNPs plasmon wire is transported by strong EDM coupling, as plotted in

Fig. 2.6(a), thus validating our equivalent circuit modeling.

2.8 Conclusion

To calculate the MNP nanocircuit elements, the theoretical SP physical mecha-

nism of the single MNP has been demonstrated. As described in previous sections,

the spherical MNP has a lot of advantages over any other plasmonic structures in

that they demonstrate optical selectivity (FWHM), an SP modes resonator, and an

effective near-field EM generator. Furthermore, instead of full-wave computation-

intensive FDTD simulation, the lumped element circuit model of the MNPs plasmon

wire offers us fast system-level simulation models such as SPICE to investigate the

behavior of the SP modes in MNPs in the presence of conventional electronic compo-

nents. Therefore, we can efficiently analyze complex MNPs structure combined with

photonic and electric elements by using the equivalent circuit modeling.
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CHAPTER III

An equivalent circuit modeling of a metallic

nanowire

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we focus on the rigorous way to present the equivalent circuit

elements of the metallic nanowire (MNW). To establish nonlinear circuit block of

SP modes along the MNW, we have used to physical approach to define nonlinear

equivalent circuit elements (R, L, C and G) are capable of mimicking SP behaviors

such as SP dispersion relation k(ω), damping curves α(ω) and power flow P(ω). To

demonstrate the equivalent circuit elements of SP MNW based on physical approach

[55],[56], we need to develop the physical equation formulations. First, we investi-

gate the dispersion relation and damping curve of non-radiative SP waves along the

MNW by using Newton-Raphson algorithm. We can gain an intuitive understanding

of the low pass TL model by investigating the SP dispersion relation. For instance,

in the conventional TL model, the per-unit-length (PUL) circuit parameters are de-

rived from the integral of Maxwell’s equation. However, contrary to the conventional

TL approach, our circuit elements are based on the dispersion relation and damp-

ing curve because the propagation constant is determined by PUL circuit elements :

α + jk =
√

(r + jωl)(g + jωc) where r, l, g and c denote resistance per unit length,
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inductance per unit length, conductance per unit length and capacitance per unit

length. Second, to be complete description of all circuit parameters, the current (I )

and voltage (V ) should be described as the physical quantity. For example, in the

transmission line analysis, the EM fields of a TEM satisfy a static field distribution in

a transverse plane, thus voltage and current are uniquely defined as a transverse plane

based on the integration of E or H fields. However, because the SP modes generate

TM modes, we have used the net power flow concept to obtain effective characteristic

impedance (Zc = V/I) in analogy with the calculation of radiation impedance for

an antenna. In this way, we can calculate the effective voltage as a physical mean-

ing. Especially, among many SP propagation modes, we focus on the dominant TM

propagation mode (n=0) with no surface charge variation in the direction, thus easily

obtaining the effective current and effective voltage along the MNW. Furthermore,

the lumped element model and time-harmonic current (or voltage) distribution lead

us to calculate the low pass transmission parameters such as series impedance (Z ) and

shunt admittance (Y ). Thirdly, the FD (finite difference) methods such as T-cells,

π-cells and half-cells enable us to obtain the equivalent circuit parameters of MNW:

resistance (R), capacitance (C ), inductance (L), or conductance (G). Fourthly, these

equivalent circuit parameters of the MNW are validated by HSPICE and FDTD sim-

ulation. Finally, we develop the equivalent circuit networks for the parallel MNWs.

3.2 Dispersion relation and damping curve of surface plas-

mon in the MNW

In the case of flat metallic surface, the SP dispersion can be calculated by solving

the Maxwell equations. In detail, this relationship is given by the following well-known

formula [57]:

ksp = kf

√
εsεm
εs + εm

(3.1)
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where kf = ω/c is the free space wave-vector, εs is the permittivity of the surrounding

material and εm is the frequency dependent permittivity of the metallic structure.

However, in order to calculate the SP dispersion in the MNP, we shall consider the

sub-wavelength cylindrical structures with a cross-section of radius R0 (R0 � λ ) in

the longitudinal z axis, transverse r and θ plane. In the case of subwavelength circular

geometry, we assume that non-radiative near field energy is transported along the z

direction and phase constants of r and θ are imaginary because EM wave satisfies the

Heisenberg uncertainty principle (4x4p > ~). Furthermore, unlike a conventional

optical waveguide, the SP modes are purely transverse magnetic (TM) modes because

the surface charge generates a transverse magnetic field at the interface between a

metal structure and a surrounding matrix. Therefore, the non-radiative EM fields in

the metal core (r < R) are given by as follows [8]:

Ez1 = AIn(kρ1r), Er1 = A ikz
kρ1
In+1(kρ1)

Hθ1 = A iωε1
kρ1

In+1(kρ1r) (3.2)

and EM fields in the host matrix (r > R) are

Ez1 = BKn(kρ1r), Er1 = −B ikz
kρ1
Kn+1(kρ1)

Hθ1 = −B iωε2
kρ2

Kn+1(kρ2r) (3.3)

where kρi =
√
k2
z − εiµω2, i=1, 2 are transverse phase components, In and Kn are the

nth order exponential growth and decaying functions for the modified Bessel equation,

R is the radius of MNW. From boundary conditions with tangential electric-magnetic

(EM) field components continuity, one-dimensional SP transcendental equation can

be obtained:

Kn(kρ2R)

In(kρ1R)
=
−ε2kρ1Kn(kρ2R)

ε1kρ2In(kρ1R)
(3.4)
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Figure 3.1: (a) Dispersion relations of Ag (silver) MNW with radius (R=10nm) (b)
Damping curves of Ag (Silver) MNW with radius (R=10nm). These
calculations are obtained from the cubic spine method by using John-
son’s experimental optical data. (k0 = ωp/c, ωp is the bulk plasma
frequency, c is the light velocity). H fields have the following term
H = H0exp(−αz)exp(iωt− ikzz)
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Newton-Raphson numerical algorithm leads us to calculate the dispersion relation and

damping curves in the function of frequency. In this calculation, we have used the

complex dielectric constant of Ag, εr(ω) = εre(ω) + jεim(ω), obtained from the cubic

spline method by using the Johnson’s experimental optical data [50]. Fig. 3.1(a)

shows the SP dispersion relations and damping curves calculated using (3.4) for SP

propagating along the Ag MNW with radius R = 10nm which is surrounded by free

space medium (ε2 = 1). These dispersion curves are plotted as a function kz/k0 (k0 =

ωp/c, ωp is the bulk plasma frequency : 9.183×1015rad/s, c is the light velocity), which

has the non-dimensional wave number. As in the inset of Fig. 3.1(a), the symmetric

fundamental mode (n=0) with no surface charge variation in the θ direction leads

to small momentum mismatch between free space and SP wave, and small damping

coefficients compared to the higher other modes (n>0). Moreover, as shown in Fig.

3.1(a), for a low frequency, SP modes asymptotically approach the light line and small

damping loss and, at large kz, the SP modes approaching the cutoff frequency 0.707ωp

has the strong damping loss. This behavior is similar to that of flat metallic SP mode.

However, compared to zero curvature structure which denotes metallic flat surface,

positive charge distribution and circular electron confinement with small geometry

(R=10nm) induce the strong momentum. For example, for ω=0.4ωp, the momentum

of fundamental mode (n=0) numerically found to be kz∼9.4kf (kf = ω/c). However,

in the case of metallic flat structure with free space surrounding material ε2 = 1,

for ω=0.5ωp, the momentum of SP analytically found to be ksp ∼ 1.22kf by using

(3.1). This strong momentum mismatch of one-dimensional SP wave is responsible

for the EM coupling problem and multiple scattering interferences between light and

SP wave. In order to check the size contraction of non-radiative SP propagation along

the MNW, we have simulated for MNWs with different radius. In Fig. 3.2(a) and

3.2(b), the dispersion relations and damping curves obtained by Newton-Rapshon

algorithm for the case of n=0 (fundamental propagation mode) are also plotted. As
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Figure 3.2: (a) Dispersion relations of Ag (silver) MNW with diffrent radii (b) Damp-
ing curves of Ag (Silver) MNWwith different radii. These calculations are
obtained from the cubic spine method by using Johnson’s experimental
optical data. (k0 = ωp/c, ωp is the bulk plasma frequency, c is the light
velocity). H fields have the following term H = H0exp(−αz)exp(iωt−ikzz)
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Figure 3.3: The lumped low pass transmission line model and dispersion curve.

can be seen, small radius leads to increase the momentum and attenuation coefficient.

As expected, the size contraction has a significant impact on the photonic behavior

of SP wave.

3.3 Nano-transmission line modeling of MNW

It has been shown that SP modes along the MNW have the cutoff frequency

ω0=0.707ωp. Below the cutoff frequency (ω0), SP modes can be generated along the

MNW. Intuitively, this behavior can be interpreted as a low pass lumped TL model

with series L (inductance per unit length) and C (capacitance per unit length), having

the cutoff frequency ω0=2/
√
LC as shown in Fig. 3.3. This dispersion analysis of TL

model provides a theoretical physical concept for the energy transfer mechanism along

the MNW. In this section, we examine a simple case of the TL modeling of the MNW.

To calculate the TL parameters, we begin to find out the basic physical mechanism in

the MNW. The electron cloud oscillation around the metallic surface can be generated

by a local field excitation. These oscillatory electron clouds give rise to unique EM

field distribution, where the magnetic fields have only axial component H which

means the TM waves. If we consider the SP damping factor, SP energy transfer can

be modeled as a low-pass lumped TL consisting of inductance, capacitance, resistance
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(b) Electric-magnetic field distribution (n=0)

Equiavlent lumpded low-pass transmission line 

Hθ

Figure 3.4: Equivalent models of nonradiative SP wave along the MNW with funda-
mental mode n=0 with no surface charge variation in the direction. (a)
Electron charge oscillation model. (b) EM field distribution. (c) Equiva-
lent lumped low-pass transmission line model.

and conductance as shown in Fig. 3.4(c). Furthermore, in order to calculate these

circuit parameters, it is necessary to evaluate the current and voltage as a physical

quantity. In general, the voltage and current of TEM wave in the usual fashion as

integral in the transverse plane:

I(z, t) = −
∮

~H · ~dl and V (z, t) = −
∮

~E · ~dl (3.5)

For SP wave that cannot support a TEM wave, we cannot define unique voltage

and current at a given point along the SP MNW. For these reasons, we choose the

equivalent current, equivalent voltage and equivalent impedance for TM lines. Even

though they are not unique voltage or current, the equivalent parameters yield the

proper physical behavior of the guided wave such as power flow, propagation constant

and damping. As a first step, to find out equivalent current flow, we start with

the transverse EM field distribution around the MNW. By using the magnetic field
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continuity at the metallic surface (ρ=R), it is easily found that the EM fields inside

the MNW (ρ < R) are given by:

Hθ = Hθ(r = R)
In+1(kρ1ρ)

In+1(kρ1R)
(3.6)

Er = Hθ(r = R)
kzIn+1(kρ1ρ)

ωε1In+1(kρ1R)
(3.7)

In the outside region (ρ > R) , the EM fields are also given by:

Hθ = Hθ(r = R)
Kn+1(kρ1ρ)

Kn+1(kρ1R)
(3.8)

Er = Hθ(r = R)
kzKn+1(kρ1ρ)

ωε2Kn+1(kρ1R)
(3.9)

The current flow is governed by the Ampere Law:

∇×H =
∂D

∂t
+ Jp + Jf =

∂(εpE)

∂εt
+ Jf (3.10)

where Jp is the polarization current density and Jf is the source current density and

εp=εoεm represents a free electron model. Moreover, the EM fields originate from

the embedded electron charge oscillation of metallic structure, thereby reducing to

source free region with source current Jf = 0. In this section, we only concentrate on

the fundamental (n=0) non-radiative TM mode with no surface charge variation in

the direction. With the stokes theorem, the total current flow of fundamental mode

(n=0) around the MNW is readily obtained:

Iz(R) = 2πRHθ(r = R) (3.11)

The validity of (3.11) can be physically explained by oscillating charge distributions

inside the MNW (r ≤ R) as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). Since the magnetic fields lie in
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the transverse plane, the induced currents around the MNW are directed into the z

axis. However, the physical quantity of voltage is not easily obtained by using the

integral formulation Er as shown in (3.5) because the locally distributed oscillating

charges around the periphery of the MNW generates not TEM wave, but TM wave

with Ez field. As an alternative of Er field integration, we have used net power flow

over the cross section (r-θ plane) to obtain the physical quantity of voltage flow. For

example, in a similar way, the radiation impedance for the antenna such as dipole or

linear wire with a current distribution can be obtained by calculating the radiation

power flow. This idea is extensible to obtain the effective voltage along the MNW.

In detail, the time averaged power flow in the +z direction around the MNW at the

given point z is given by:

Pnet = P in
z + P out

z =
1

2

∫
Ain

E+
r ·H+∗

θ +
1

2

∫
Aout

E+
r ·H+∗

θ (3.12)

Then, Eqn. (3.12) can be written in terms of current flow:

Pnet =
1

2
I+
z (r = R)I+∗

z (r = R)(Zin + Zout) (3.13)

where

Zin =
kz

2πR2ωε1

1

I1(kR)I1(kR)

R∫
0

I1(kρ1ρ)I1(kρ1ρ)ρdρ (3.14)

and

Zout =
kz

2πR2ωε2

1

K1(kR)K1(kR)

∞∫
R

K1(kρ1ρ)K1(kρ1ρ)ρdρ (3.15)

As can be seen, the power flow along the MNW can be classified as the right handed

power flow (P out
z ) and left handed power flow (P in

z ). In detail, outside the MNW,

Er and Hθ have right cross product in terms of wave-vector kz, so P out
z >0. However,

inside the MNW, Er has reverse direction because of ε2<0, denoting left cross product
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and denoting Re(P in
z )<0. The net power flow is the sum of P out

z and P in
z . To be

specific, we can calculate the Zout=201.1 and Zin=−2.4268 − 0.0709j at 2.0eV (red

spectrum) in the case of MNW with radius 10nm based on the SP dispersion relation

and damping curve as shown in Fig. 3.1. Because of Zout � Zin, the dominant power

flow around the MNW is P out
z , thus validating the SP dispersion relation mimicking

to the low pass TL. On the other hand, if the left handed power flow dominates,

the series impedance Im(Z ∼ jkzZc) is negative, thus denoting the high pass TL

to explain the negative refractive EM behavior. Furthermore, this net power flow

concept can be used to connect between effective current and effective voltage in

the circuit theory. Especially, the complex power flow in the circuit theory can be

expressed in terms of complex harmonic voltage and current:

P+ =
1

2
V +I+∗ =

1

2
I+ZcI

+∗ (3.16)

In this section, we define the characteristic impedance of the MNW to connect the

voltage and current.

Zc = Zin + Zout (3.17)

where Zc=V
+/I+ means connecting parameter to relate effective voltage and effective

current at a single position. In the case of the MNW, the Zc can be approximately

written as:

Zc ∼= Zout (3.18)

In a typical TL method, the characteristic impedance Zc provides information about

reflection properties. For example, the MNW with Zc is terminated with a load

impedance ZL, the reflection coefficient can be described by:

ΓL =
ZL − Zc
ZL + Zc

(3.19)
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Physically, the terminated load impedance of MNW can be approximately modeled as

open circuit load ZL −→ ∞ because the current distribution only confined to inside

the MNW. However, the MNWs consist of physical lines with various discontinuities

and transitions such as gap in MNWs, change in radius, T-junction MNW and coax-

to-MNW junction. These discontinuities are required to shunt or series elements

across the junction to satisfy the SP physical phenomenon such as EM matching

issues. This analysis is much more difficult to analyze and more detail EM analysis

is needed to obtain the accurate equivalent circuit elements. In this paper, we only

deal with MNWs without no discontinuities and transitions. Now, it has been shown

that the effective voltage and effective current flow at a physical single position are

related to net power flow, we now focus on the TL parameters. We have started

two fundamental assumptions: the lumped element model and sinusoidal current (or

voltage) waveform. The validity of the lumped circuit model is that circuit parameters

of the MNW are not distributed into a single physical position but are lumped into

all length. Thus, the TL equations can be expressed as:

dV

dz
= ZI and

dI

dz
= −YV (3.20)

where Z and Y mean the distributed series impedance and shunt admittance, re-

spectively. The second assumption denotes that the current (or voltage) in the +z

direction can be expressed as follows:

I(z, t) = Iexp(−αz)exp(iωt− ikzz)

V (z, t) = V exp(−αz)exp(iωt− ikzz) (3.21)
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where kz and α are satisfied with SP transcendental equation. Therefore, with the

help of (3.21), Eqn. (3.20) can be described by:

dV (z, t)

dz
= −(α + jkz)V (z, t) = −ZI

dI(z, t)

dz
= −(α + jkz)V (z, t) = −Y I (3.22)

With the help of connecting parameter Zc between V and I, the lumped series

impedance (Z) and shunt admittance (Y ) can be expressed as:

Z = (α + jkz)Zc and Y =
α + jkz

Zc

(3.23)

In the case of sinusoidal excitation, the Z and Y of the low pass TL can be described

as:

r + jωl = (α + jkz)Zc and g + jωc =
α + jkz
Zc

(3.24)

where r, l, g and c denote resistance per unit length (R/m), inductance per unit

length (L/m), conductance per unit length (G/m) and capacitance per unit length

(C/m), respectively. In the case of the MNW, the damping coefficient (α) can be

an order of magnitude of the wave vector (kz) in the optical spectrum as shown

in Fig. 3.5(a). Thus, the damping factor (α) should be considered to calculate

the TL parameters of the MNW. Fig. 3.5(b) shows the fundamental mode (n=0)

impedance (Z=R+jX) curves for MNW by using the dispersion relation and damping

coefficient calculated from the SP dispersion relation. Firstly, positive reactance

(X > 0) indicates the inductive element because of Zout � Zin, verifying a low-pass

lumped TL. As it is expected, the damping coefficient of SP proportionally provides

equivalent nano-resistance as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). For example, in the blue (optical)

spectrum (ω∼ 4.56× 1015rad/s : 3.0eV ), resistance and reactance of the MNW with

radius 10nm approximately have about 0.404Ω/nm and 10.7Ω/nm, denoting high
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Figure 3.5: (a) Plasmon 0th mode wave number and damping coefficient of Ag with
radius 10nm. (b) Impedance (Z=R+jX ) of plasmon 0th mode of metallic
nanowire with radius 10nm. (c) Resistance of SP 0th mode as a function of
frequency with different radii. (d) Reactance of SP 0th mode as a function
of frequency with different radii.

damping mechanism. However, in the red (optical) spectrum ( ωp ∼ 3.04×1015rad/s :

2.0eV ), resistance and reactance have about 0.101Ω/nm and 5.82Ω/nm, denoting

small damping mechanism and low impedance compared to blue spectrum. Fig.

3.5(c)-(d) shows the effect of radius on the impedance of SP propagation along the

MNW. As can be seen, the small dimension of the MNW leads to strong attenuation

and high reactance. From the curves, as the radius increases twice, the resistance and

reactance almost decrease at half values.

3.4 The equivalent circuit modeling for SP propagation along

the MNW

In previous sections, we have introduced the TL properties of the SP MNW: ca-

pacitance per unit length (C/m), inductance per unit length (L/m), resistance per
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Figure 3.6: (a) Finite difference (FD) based element equivalent circuit (b) T-cell
RGLC circuit model of a low-pass transmission line model.

unit length (R/m) and conductance per unit length (G/m). These parasitic elements

have an impact on the photonic behavior of the SP MNW circuit and influence its de-

lay, power attenuation and reliability [58]. Basically, the lossy TL can be analyzed by

using two basic approaches: convolution method with impulse response and lumped

element circuit model [59].

In this section, we focus on the lumped equivalent circuit model, thus easily im-

plemented in the existing circuit simulation tools such as Spice simulator. To demon-

strate the lumped equivalent circuit model, let the distributed per-unit-length (PUL)

parameters of the MNW be denoted by Z and Y , representing series impedance and

shunt admittance, respectively. By applying the finite difference (FD) method in

(22), the FD discretization with respect to z leads to a RGLC network as shown in

Fig. 3.6. Among many different FD discretizaion methods such as T-cells, π-cells and

half-cells, we have simulated the symmetric T-cell method since different cell methods

lead to a quite similar result if the cell lengths are small enough. Let us assume that
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obtained by H-spice simulator: (a) Blue optical frequency (ω ∼ 4.561015

rad/s: 3.0eV). (b) Red optical frequency (ω ∼ 3.041015rad/s: 2.0eV)
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the number of T-cells is N, the resistance, inductance, conductance and capacitance

elements of ith T-cell segment can be obtained by:

Z̄i = Ri + sLi =
Zl

2N
and Ȳi = Gi + sCi =

Yl

N
(3.25)

where l is the length of the MNW, N is the number of T-cell segment. If we consider

a MNW with a length l = 800nm, a radius R = 10nm and free space host matrix

(n = 1). By dividing the MNW into 40 sections, T-cell equivalent circuit parameters

at the blue spectrum have the values: R = 3.92ohm, L = 23.25fH, G = 0.264mS and

C = 1.94aF . On the other hand, at the red frequency (ω = 3.04×1015rad/s : 2.0eV ),

the T-cell equivalent circuit parameters have the following values: R = 1.01ohm,

L = 19.13fH, G = 0.0489mS and C = 0.979aF . In Fig. 3.7, the transient analysis

performed by HSPICE is illustrated as a function of time. In this case, the input

source generates a sinusoidal signal with the amplitude 100V . Four signal waveforms

represent the transient voltage at input port, 400nm node, 600nm node and output

port 800nm, respectively. The parasitic elements of blue spectrum (3.0eV ) play a

dominant role in SP power attenuation as shown in Fig. 3.7(a). As expected in pre-

vious sections, to address signal dissipation, it is necessary to decrease the operational

signal frequency. As shown in Fig. 3.7(b), the red spectrum leads to transfer SP non-

radiative signal with small damping factors compared to blue spectrum operation. To

confirm the following equivalent circuit parameters of MNW, we have conducted 3D

scattered FDTD implementation since this approach has some advantages over the

total field formulation in that the dispersive calculation-error of incident field is neg-

ligible and absorbing boundary condition of scattered field can be easily implemented

[60]. Based on the frequency dependent FDTD, our simulation volume is chosen as a

three dimensional rectangular box with dimension 1000×300×300nm3. We consider

an Ag MNW with a length of 800nm and a radius of 10nm, which is surrounded by
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Figure 3.8: The average E-field density in the Ag MNW (radius=10nm) performed
by FDTD. These values are calculated at the positions at 15nm offset
positions (z -directed) from the axis of MNW.

a free space (n=1). For demonstrating a local non-radiative SP propagation along

the MNW, the incident plane wave, polarized parallel to the longitudinal axis of the

MNW, irradiates at the input terminal of the MNW. Accordingly, we obtain the aver-

age E -field density at different positions. These values are calculated at the positions

at 15nm offset positions (z-directed) from the axis of MNW. The inset of Fig. 3.8

shows x component of the scattered field (x -y plane) calculated by using the FDTD

simulation for two difference frequencies. As shown in Fig. 3.8, even though the blue

frequency (ω=4.56× 1015rad/s : 3.0eV ) generates strong subwavelength localization

at the input port of SP MNW because the resonant SP frequency of Ag MNW lo-

cates at the blue spectrum, power attenuation become dominant in this spectrum. In

contrast, red spectrum (ω=3.04 × 1015rad/s : 2.0eV ) produces weak subwavelength

confinement and slowly attenuating near field along the SP MNW. In Fig. 3.9, the

attenuation of E-field (FDTD) and voltage (H-spice) are compared. These values

at different positions are normalized to the input values. The closely agreement be-

tween FDTD and H-spice validates the MNW equivalent circuit parameters. As the
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Figure 3.9: (a) The average E-field density in the Ag plasmon wire (radius=10nm)
calculated by using FDTD simulation. (b) The average voltage of the Ag
plasmon wire (radius=10nm) calculated by H-spice simulation based on
the circuit parameters. These values are normalized to the input values.

frequency reduces, small damping coefficients lead to multiple reflections between two

terminals of MNW. When the propagation speed and operational frequency become

sufficiently fast, the multiple reflection plays an important role in the behavior of TL.

For example, the Fabry-Perot resonator as the silver MNW with diameter around

100nm is experimentally demonstrated [61]. In detail, by using the Fabry-Perot res-

onator analysis, if the electric amplitude of the SP wave after 2(k − 1) traveling is

Ak, the amplitude gain loss per pass between MNW is g = exp(−αL) and the phase

change between adjacent wave k and k + 1 is the θ =kzL. The amplitude Ak has

the following relations: A1 = A0t
2gexp(jθ) and Ak+1 = Akr

2g2exp(2jθ) if k ≥ 1,

where A0 denotes the amplitude of incident electric field in the MNW. Thus, the SP

transmittance is given by:

Tplasmonic =

∣∣∣∣AtransA0

∣∣∣∣ =
(1−R)2g2

(1−Rg2)2 + 4Rg2sin2(kzL)
(3.26)

whereR=r∗r denotes the reflectivity of SP wave in the MNW. As seen from (3.26), the

SP transmittance can be controlled by reflectance coefficient, wave number and guid-

ing length. To generate the multiple reflections along MNW, we now focus on the SP
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Figure 3.10: (a) The average E -field density in the Ag plasmon wire (radius=10nm,
length=800nm) at a frequency (ω ∼ 2.281015rad/s: 2.0eV) by FDTD.
(b) The average voltage of the Ag plasmon wire (radius=10nm) calcu-
lated by H-spice simulation based on the circuit parameters. Black line
denotes the N=40 segments with length l=800nm and red line indicates
the N=120 segments with length l=2400nm, respectively.

guiding mechanism in the MNP at a frequency 1.5eV (ω = 2.28×1015rad/s : 1.5eV ).

In Fig. 3.10(a), the average E-field density for Ag MNW (R = 10nm) is obtained

by FDTD simulation. As can be seen, the extraordinary EM field enhancement at

the destination terminal can be explained by the multiple reflections between MNW.

In order to check the effect of multiple reflections, we have conducted two differ-

ent equivalent circuit models with different T-cell segments. Black line denotes the

N = 40 segments with length l = 800nm and red line indicates the N = 120 segments

with length l = 2400nm, respectively. Both all T-cell equivalent circuit parameters at

the frequency 1.5eV have the values: R=0.306ohm, L=19.39fH, G=0.0127mS and

C=0.749aF . In the case of N=120 segment (length=2400nm), the termination of

the line appears an infinite extension termination line because damping effects leads

to small portion of reflection wave. Fig. 3.10(b) gives us a clue on how multiple

reflections take an affects on the transient behavior of MNP wire. As apparent from

figure, multiple reflections generate a complex voltage behavior at the destination

and rapidly decreasing voltage waveform compared to infinite extension transmission
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line.

3.5 The circuit network of MNWs

Until now, we have concentrated on the single MNW structure. However, when

MNWs array are close together, power can be coupled between the MNWs array

due to the interaction of the EM fields of the MNW lines [62],[63]. When signal

pulses are transmitted between MNWs, two fundamental mechanisms are strongly

related: (1) Electric field coupling [64] and (2) Magnetic field coupling [65], . In

this section, we concentrate on the electric static coupling because the electric-static

coupling is dominant [66]. In detail, the electric-static coupling is modeled as the

mutual capacitance as shown in Fig. 3.11(a). In the case of MNWs, the electric-

static coupling is evaluated by using the multiple expansion method. As shown in

inset of Fig. 1(a), the charge distribution of the MNW can be expanded as sum of
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monopole, dipole and quarupole, etc. Fig. 3.11(b) shows the schematic depiction

of electric-static coupling of multiple expansions. In the case of non-radiative TM

modes, at n=1 and and n=2, dipole and quadrupole electric-static coupling mimics

the electric coupling between MNWs. In the case of fundamental mode (n=0), the

monopole electric-static field distribution allows us to evaluate the mutual capacitance

CAB between two MNWs. In simplicity, we consider the n=0 TM propagation mode

and corresponding mutual capacitance CAB between two identical wires (r=R) with

spatial distance d between their axes as shown in Fig. 3.11(c). At the point x (x ≥ R

), the Er fields can be calculated as a result of superposition of the Er fields from A

wire and B wire, that is,

Er1 = −B ikz
kρ2

[K1(kρ2)x+K1(kρ2(d− x))] (3.27)

The surface charge Q at r=R is calculated by using the Gauss’s law

Q

2πRε2
= −B ikz

kρ2

K1(kρ2R)− Aikz
kρ1

I1(kρ1R) (3.28)

From boundary conditions with tangential magnetic field components continuity, we

obtain the following constitutive relation:

A

B
= −kρ1ε2K1(kρ2R)

kρ2ε1I1(kρ1R)
(3.29)

Substituting (3.29) into (3.28) yields

Q

2πRε2
= −B ikz

kρ2

[K1(kρ2R)− ε2
ε1
K1(kρ2R)] (3.30)
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The voltage between two MNWs ( d � R ) can be approximately obtained by the

integration of Er :

V =

d−R∫
R

Erdx (3.31)

We obtain the mutual capacitance (CAB = Q/V ) between two MNWs:

CAB ≈
Re[πRε0K1(kρ2R)(1− ε2

ε1
)]∫ d−R

R
K1(kρ2x)dx

(3.32)

Let us assume the two MNWs with radius R=20 nm, spatial distance d=60nm and

free space host matrix (n=1). (3.30) shows that the mutual capacitance of Ag wire has

the value CAB=0.1240nF/m (at 3.0eV) and CAB=34.47pF/m (at 2.0eV), respectively.

To be specific, we construct the equivalent circuit networks for a coupled MNWs line

as shown in Fig. 3.12. For example, if we consider two identical MNWs with a length

l=800 nm and divide the MNWs into 40 sections, T-cell equivalent circuit param-

eters (at 2.0eV) have the following values: R=1.01ohm, L=19.13fH, G=0.0489mS,

C=0.979aF and Cm=0.6893aF. This coupled circuit network can be analyzed by us-

ing the even- and odd-mode analysis or HSPICE circuit simulator. Furthermore, this

analysis based on the electro-static coupling can be extended to evaluate the crosstalk
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between multiple MNWs.

3.6 Conclusion

We have studied the equivalent circuit modeling of SP propagation along the

MNW. Our proposed equivalent circuit model provides a basic understanding of the

nature of SP propagation along the MNW and distributed circuit elements, and of

how operational frequency and guiding geometry affect the performance of MNW

circuitry. Even though SP of MNW in the near-infrared and visible spectrum has se-

vere limitations as a longer signal interconnect, the fast velocity and high operational

frequency enabled by SP wave will provide a novel approach to obtain ultrafast speed

integrated circuitry. Furthermore, this equivalent circuit modeling will aid us in the

further analysis and optimization of complex SP devices.
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CHAPTER IV

Terahertz spoof surface plasmon polariton

waveguide and switch comprising the perfect

conductor metamaterial

4.1 Background

Even though the terahertz (THz) frequency (0.1∼3 THz) remains an underex-

ploited regime in the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum and very little commercial

products operating in the THz domain have penetrated in the market, the THz EM

spectrum has recently evoked a considerable interest among device and circuit re-

searchers. New investigations are currently underway to identify future promising

applications like astronomical remote sensing, medical imaging systems, military de-

tection, and ultrafast computer logic circuit [67],[68],[69],[70]. Specifically, as a basic

building block for THz family of devices, passive elements such as waveguide, ring

resonator,and filter are now being explored as components for the next generation

of integrated circuits. Unfortunately, the conventional index-guiding methods such

as plastic ribbons and sapphire fibers are not suitable for THz guiding or focusing,

because of their high signal power loss [4]. As an alternative to solving the damping

problems, simple metal wire was recently developed for guiding THz radiation in the

form of surface plasmon polariton (SPP) that propagates at the interfacial surface
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between a dielectric and a metal [5]. Compared to dielectric-based waveguides, the

THz SPP wave offers low loss and low dispersion. Therefore, metallic structures for

carrying THz signal have gained considerable attention for THz passive elements.

However, a simple metal wire supports weakly guided THz waves because of neg-

ligible field penetration into the metallic side in comparison to the dielectric matrix

surrounding the metallic wire. To overcome the weak SPP confinement in the THz

domain, surface topology engineering can be employed to create holes, grooves, and

dimples which mimic realistic SPP behavior at the visible or ultraviolet spectrum [71],

[72]. The resulting spoof SPP (SSPP) modes enhance the subwavelength confinement

on themetal surface by generating highly localized surface bound modes in the per-

fect conductor [73],[74]. In this chapter, we demonstrate how to build efficient THz

passive circuit by utilizing these mimicking SSPP bound modes [33],[34]. However,

to perform more complex signal routing and process arbitrary Boolean functions, the

integrated circuit devices will require dynamic control of the guided THz signal [35].

Specifically, the active SPP circuit operating in the near infrared or optical frequency

spectrum have been demonstrated and currently being explored by using some in-

novative methods such as electrooptical (EO), thermooptical, and all-optical devices

[75],[76]. Furthermore, dynamic control of SPP modes in the lower frequency domain

can be accomplished by using optical or thermal control on corrugated semiconductor

structure [77]. This will open a promising possibility for controlling SPP signal and

three-terminal SPP devices.

In this chapter, we present a novel way to obtain an active THz SSPP switch or

modulator in the perfect conductor. More recently in the literature, it is reported

that the highly localized SSPP bound modes along the corrugated metallic wire can

be controlled by varying its geometrical dimensions such as radius or height [34], [78].

In addition to the geometry-based method, the dynamic control of the SSPP modes

can be achieved by changing the refractive index of the indentation of the grooves or
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Figure 4.1: (a) Dispersion diagram of SSPP modes calculated from (4.7). (b) Dis-
persion diagram of SSPP modes calculated from FDTD. The structure is
supported by a 1-D array of grooves with geometrical parameters a/d =
0.1 and h/d = 0.5.

the host matrix. Here, we demonstrate that the TM dispersion relation of surface-

bound modes in the perfect conductor limit can be tailored by changing the refractive

index of the grooves Specifically, the incorporation of nematic liquid crystal (N-LC)

into the plasmonic gap structure, where the SSPP bound modes propagate in the

dielectric gap between two textured perfect conducting surfaces, allows the device to

modulate the resonant frequency of the FabryProt-like wave [79] depending on the

LC orientation. This simple principle enables us to design active THz SSPP switches

and modulators that are activated by electrically or optically controlled birefringence.

4.2 Dispersion diagram of SSPP along the corrugated peri-

odic metamaterial

The inset of Fig. 4.1(a) schematically shows a perfectly conducting surface that is

corrugated periodically with the linearly spaced rectangular grooves that are infinite

in y-direction and have height h, width a, and periodic lattice distance d. More-

over, the permittivity of Region I and grooves have anisotropic permittivity (nx, ny,
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nz). First, we are interested in calculating the dispersion relation of TM-polarized

waves propagating in the x-direction along the corrugated wave structure bounded by

anisotropic dielectric material (nx, ny, nz). To analyze the TM dispersion analysis as

a quasi-analytical form, the EM modes can be expanded in terms of Floquet modes

that are characteristic waves for periodic structures. The H field with TM polariza-

tion (magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of grating structure in Region I ) may

be expressed in terms of modes

HI
y =

∞∑
n=−∞

ρnexp(jknz,I)exp(jknx,I) (4.1)

where ρn are amplitude of diffractions knx,I = kx+2πn/d and (knx,I/nz)
2 +(knz,I/nx)

2 =

(ω/c)2 account for biaxial index ellipsoids with n2
x = εx/ε0, n2

y = εx/ε0 n
2
z = εz/ε0

and c is the velocity of light. On the other hand, the circular normal surface (knx,I +

knz,I)
2/n2

y = (ω/c)2 represents the TE polarization wave. Notably, in Region II, all

fields are zero except inside the grooves (-a/2≤ x ≤ a/2) of the perfect conductor,

thus Hy within the grooves can be written as a linear combination of the backward

and forward z-directional TM modes

HII
y = A+exp(jkz,IIz) + A−exp(−jkz,IIz) (4.2)

where A+ and A− are constants and kz,II = nxω/c (in the case of TE polarization:

kz,II = nyω/c). It is straightforward to show that the dispersion relation of TM

polarized surface wave propagating in x-direction along the periodically corrugated

metamaterial can be rigorously derived by applying the boundary conditions: tan-

gential E and H fields at the interface between Region I and II, tangential E fields

vanishing at the perfect conductor surface and E -fields at the bottom of the grooves
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(z = h). From the boundary condition, the following equations can be obtained by:

∞∑
n=−∞

kz,IIS
2
n

kzn
(A+ − A−) = (A+ + A−) and A+exp(jkII,zh) = A−exp(−jkII,zh) (4.3)

where Sn = (1/
√
ad)
∫ a/2
−a/2exp(jk

(n)
x x)dx which is solved to show that Sn = (

√
a/d)

sinc(k
(n)
x a/2). We can obtain constitutive matrix with the form of a matrix equation:

Q× A = 0, i.e.,

∑∞n=−∞
kz,IIS

2
n

kzn
− 1 −

∑∞
n=−∞

kz,IIS
2
n

kzn
− 1

exp(jkII,zh) exp(−jkII,zh)


A+

A−

 =

0

0

 (4.4)

The TM dispersion relation can be obtained in the condition of det Q = 0, i.e.,

1− j
∑
n

(
kz,IIS

2
n

knz,I
)tan(kz,IIh) = 0 (4.5)

where j is
√
−1 and Sn = (

√
a/d)sinc(k

(n)
x a/2). With the help of the surface bound

condition (kx � nzω/c) and the subwavelength limit (λ� d and h), the zero order (n

= 0) dominates among all other diffraction modes. Thus, the TM dispersion relation

of surface bound modes can be simplified as

√
n2
x

k2
x

n2
z

− n2
x

ω2

c2
= nx

ω

c
S2

0tan(
nxωh

c
) (4.6)

In the limit kxa� 1, (4.6) becomes

kx = nz
ω

c

√
1 + (

a

d
)2tan2(

nxωh

c
) (4.7)

As a simple form, in the case of nx = ny = nz = 1, (4.7) coincides with that in eq.(14)of

[80], explaining the behavior for ω(kx) in the air grooves (n = 1). Note that the TM

dispersion relation of SSPP modes not only depends on the geometrical parameters
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but also relies on the refractive indices of grooves and on Region I. In detail, the

cutoff SSPP frequency ωc = πc/2nxh calculated from (4.5) is controlled by the depth

of grooves h and the x-directional refractive index nx. Recently, the cutoff frequency ωc

on periodically corrugated metal wires also shown to be inversely proportional to the

depth of radial grooves [34]. To demonstrate the effect of the refractive index, Fig. 4.1

shows the TM dispersion relation for SSPP bound modes supported by a periodically

corrugated perfect conductor with geometrical parameters a/d = 0.1 and h/d = 0.5.

Three different isotropic refractive indices are analyzed: nx,y,z = 1, nx,y,z = 1.501,

and nx,y,z = 1.680. For SSPP modes, at the long wavelength (λ� d), the dispersion

curves asymptotically approach the light line kx = nzω/c because the EM wave does

not recognize the fine periodic structure. However, as the frequency increases up

to the cutoff frequency ωc , the highly localized surface bound modes are generated

along the textured structure. In addition, Fig. 4.1(b) shows the dispersion diagram

of SSPP modes calculated from FDTD. These band diagrams can be analyzed in the

form of periodic Bloch modes, which means the EM field satisfies the Bloch periodic

boundary condition. Even though the results of FDTD much like that of analytical

method, the small difference between analytical calculation and FDTD is explained

by the multiple order terms (abs(n)> 0) in (4.5). In Fig. 4.1(a), we disregard the

high-order terms (abs(n)> 0) in (4.6) and (4.7), thus pulling up the dispersion curve.

4.3 Dispersion diagram of SSPP along the sandwiched meta-

material

In the previous section, it has been shown that the SSPP bound modes in a cor-

rugated perfect conductor can be controlled by changing the refractive index of the

grooves. We now focus on a realistic THz micron-scale switch device. The inset of

Fig. 4.2(a) shows a schematic picture of an active THz plasmon switch consisting of a
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dielectric plasmon gap between two corrugated perfect meta-materials with geomet-

rical parameters a/d =0.1, h/d =0.5 and t/d =1/3, thus confining the localized THz

pulse and demonstrating the highly miniaturized active THz switch. For a complex

geometry, the SSPP dispersion curves and mode profiles of the sandwiched struc-

ture can be obtained by FDTD. In contrast to one-dimensional corrugated structure,

the sandwiched structure exhibits interesting features. To be specific, the reflection

symmetry through the plane z=0 generates multiple SSPP modes along the signal

line as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). The dispersion of first band modes closely matches

with that of one-dimensional array grooves calculated from (4.7). In addition, the

periodic x-directional transition symmetry creates the SSPP band-gap similar to pho-

tonic crystals. Furthermore, the second modes (resonant modes) with a flat band are

located at the region between the SSPP band-gap. Thus, these modes become a slow

light in which the velocity of SSPP modes physically can be lowered. Furthermore,

slow light enabled by resonant mode operation is promising method for shrinking the

size of THz devices and controlling THz signal in the time domain [81],[82],[83].

In contrast to periodic dielectric (n > 0) waveguide, the existence of resonant

modes can be understood intuitively by considering the field distribution inside metal-

lic gap structure. For example, the periodic dielectric corrugated gap structure with

refractive index (n >0) cannot support the localized field because of the boundary

condition. However, the metallic structure provides the confined deep SSPP modes

on the subwavelength scales, thus supporting the resonant modes as shown in Fig.

4.2(a).

To obtain an efficient THz switch, we concentrate on the resonant SSPP modes for

two fundamental reasons: small damping mechanism and strong SSPP confinement.

Firstly, to verify the small damping system at resonant modes, we conduct the com-

putation of the quality factor Q ∼ ωo/γ where is the loss rate as shown in Fig. 4.2(b).

The quality factor Q is useful in determining the system behavior in the resonant
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Figure 4.2: (a) Dispersion diagram of SSPP bound modes supported by the sand-
wiched conductor metamaterials with geometrical parameters a/d = 0.1,
h/d = 0.5, and t/d = 1/3. (b) Quality factor Q for SSPP switch with
the grooves (N = 15) is obtained by FDTD. (c) Mode profiles for SSPP
switch with the grooves (N = 15) at three different operating frequencies:
first-band mode (ω = 0.420πc/2h), second-band mode (ω = 0.680πc/2h),
and third-band mode (ω = 0.994 πc/2h).
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system. In our system, the net dimensionless decay rate can be rewritten as sum of

two dominant decay rates: 1/Q = 1/Qr + 1/Qw , where 1/Qr and 1/Qw denotes the

radiative and waveguide decay rates, respectively. To eliminate the radiative loss and

estimate the waveguide decay, we excite the Gaussian point source at the center of

sandwiched structure with groove numbers (N=15) and analyze the response with

the help of filter diagonalization method [84]. In this case, Q has a sharp peak at the

specific frequency, thus verifying resonant modes and narrow band pass filter. Sim-

ilar to the extraordinary transmission of sub-wavelength metallic holes [85],[86], the

enhanced transmission through a corrugated sandwiched structure can be achieved

by operating the resonant frequency. Secondly, to demonstrate the sub-wavelength

SSPP confinement at resonant modes, the field profiles at three different frequencies

are shown in Fig. 4.2(c). Fig. 4.2(c) shows the magnetic-field (Hz) patterns of states

localized about a corrugated metallic gap. By examining the field profiles, the first

band mode (ω = 0.420πc/2h) shows the equally field distribution in the y-z plane.

However, the third band mode (ω = 0.994πc/2h) exhibits the alternating two differ-

ent field concentrations in the y-z domain. Especially, at the resonant mode (ω =

0.680πc/2h), the EM fields are mainly concentrated on the grooves, thus demonstrat-

ing strong SSPP subwavelength localization. Therefore, these features increase the

high EM field intensity and sensitivity in a small volume, thus enhancing nonlinear

optical effects for THz active devices such as switch and multiplexer.

In addition, for a more practical THz design, we need to optimize guiding param-

eters that SSPP resonant modes are located in the THz domain. The key design rule

is that SSPP resonant frequency is inversely proportional to the refractive index (n)

and height (h) as similar to cutoff frequency ωc = πc/2nxh in the one-dimensional

SSPP structure. Fig. 4.3(a) shows the TM dispersion relations of sandwiched con-

ductor meta-material supported by geometrical conditions: a = 6 µm, d = 60 µm,

h = 30 µm and t = 20 µm. In detail, at n = 1.501 and n = 1.680, the resonant
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frequencies are about ω = 1.60 THz and ω = 1.45 THz, respectively. This resonant

frequency modulation in our THz architecture enables us to control or steer the THz

signal by manipulating the refractive indices of periodic grooves.

4.4 Spoof THz switch based on metamaterial

In this section, we apply the theoretical approach to practical implementation.

To turn signal lines ON and OFF based on a shift of resonance frequency, a large

birefringence is warranted at a low control signal, thus offering significant flexibility

into existing optoelectronic devices. For example, the refractive index change can

be achieved by several methods such as conventional electrooptic and nonlinear op-

tical bistable material. In this chapter, we introduce the N-LC with the dielectric

anisotropy defining as 4n = ne − no, where ne and no are refractive indexes parallel

and perpendicular to the molecular axis [87],[88]. Furthermore, the LC birefringence

can be easily controlled by changing alignment of LC based on a low voltage. In this

way, the orientations of LC induced by electric field or optical excitation determine

the three fundamental refractive indices of x -, y-, and z -axis, thus modifying the

artificially engineered SSPP modes in the active THz switch.

To confirm the active switching operating at THz frequency based on the LC ori-

entations, we conducted HFSS simulation based on the finite-element method (FEM).

In the FDTD simulation, we investigated the basic principles of SSPP guiding 2-D

structure based on the isotropic medium. However, in the FEM simulation, for a

more realistic physical model, we designed a 3-D THz switch. The spatial snapshots

of magnitude E field in the xz plane along the active 3-D finite THz switch, as shown

in Fig. 4.3(b)−(d). Basically, the 2-D structure has one mirror symmetry plane z =

0, thus classifying the TM modes and TE modes. However, the 3-D structure has

two mirror symmetry plane z = 0 and y = 0, thus all modes have symmetric (even)

and antisymmetric (odd) with respect to two planes. Therefore, the guiding width
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Figure 4.3: (a) Dispersion graphs of the spoof surface plasmon supported by the sand-
wiched conductor metamaterial with geometrical parameters for a = 6
µm, d = 60 µm, h = 30 µm, and t = 20 µm. (b)−(d) Spatial distribu-
tions of the E -field along the active THz switch devices for three different
fundamental LC orientations at 1.25, 1.45, and 1.6 THz, respectively. The
geometrical configurations for a = 6 µm, d = 60 µm, h = 30 µm, t = 20
µm, no = 1.501, and ne = 1.680.
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w is important factor to determine the dispersion curve and resonant frequency. For

example, for the case of thin structure with small width w,the EM field modes are

imposed by the two mirror symmetric conditions (z = 0 and y = 0). However, for the

case of thick structure with large width w, the EM field modes almost constrained

by the one mirror symmetric condition (z = 0). To verify the previous analytical

method based on 2-D analysis, we use large width w = 160 µm (y-direction) and the

structure has the same geometrical parameters of 2-D guiding structure containing

16 grooves. Furthermore, contrast to FDTD simulation, we use biaxial medium from

N-LC with no = 1.501 and ne = 1.680 [89]. Therefore, we consider three fundamental

LC orientations: (nx = ne, ny = no, nz = no), (nx = no, ny = ne, nz = no), and

(nx = no, ny = no, nz = ne). As expected from the TM dispersion analysis, the THz

guided wave along the guiding gap is engineered by different LC orientations. In

particular, at 1.6 THz, the y alignment (ny = ne) of LC generates strongly coupled

SSPP resonant modes, thus meaning ON-state. This field pattern is very similar to

the resonant mode of FDTD simulation, as shown in Fig. 4.2(c). This extraordinary

transmission can be explained by TM dispersion analysis, as shown in Fig. 4.3(a),

because the SSPP modes based on the anisotropic medium are constrained by nx and

nz as illustrated in (4.7). Therefore, the THz guided wave can be characterized by

the isotropic medium (n = 1.501), thus the resonant modes are located at 1.6 THz.

On the other hand, x or z alignment of LC prohibits THz pulse signal about the

metamaterials, thus denoting OFF-state.

In order to obtain the optimal THz switching, Fig. 4.4(a)−(c) shows the E field

amplitude calculated at the output of THz switch in which the periodic lattice (d

= 60 µm), groove width (a = 6 µm), and thickness (t = 20 µm) are fixed, and at

the heights (h) of 20, 30, and 40 µm, respectively. As shown, the transmittance

of the SSPP bound modes along the plasmonic gap can be controlled by the guiding

geometry, operation frequency f, and refractive index n [18]. Additionally, a dramatic
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Figure 4.4: (a)−(c)E field amplitude versus frequency calculated at the output of
THz switch in which the periodic lattice (d = 60 µm) and groove width
(a = 6 µm) are fixed, and at the heights of 20, 30, and 40 µm, respectively.
(d) Magnitude of E field, evaluated at f = 1.6 THz, along the x -direction
at different locations of the metamaterials corresponding to three different
fundamental LC orientations.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Equivalent circuit of the THz Y-junction switch with three control
signals. (b) Spatial distributions of the E -field along the active Y-junction
THz switch with geometrical configurations for a = 6 µm, d = 60 µm, h
= 30 µm, and t = 20 µm at 1.6 THz.

dependence of the height of the corrugated structure is clearly visible. The increase

in E magnitude with increasing height between 1 and 2 THz is due to the large

depth of indentation leading to strong EM field penetration into the metallic side.

Furthermore, the optimal guiding switching can be obtained at 1.6 THz with h =

30 µm, thus obtaining approximately maximum 10.51-dB extinction ratio defined

as re = 10 log(PON/POFF ) with ON-state (Y alignment) and OFF-state (X or Z

alignment), as shown in Fig. 4.4(b). In addition, Fig. 4.4(d) shows the signal

attenuation at different locations of metamaterials with a height of 30 µm at 1.6 THz

corresponding to three different LC orientations. As apparent from the figure, the

extraordinary SSPP resonance between grooves, in the ON-state(Y alignment), leads

to small signal attenuation, thus having 3.21 dB/mm. However, in the OFF-state (X

or Z alignment), the signal loss is almost equal to 18.51 dB/mm.

More importantly, this simple linear structure designed for the optimal switching

condition can be easily extended to more complex logic elements. Fig. 4.5(a) shows

the equivalent circuit model of a Y-junction THz switch containing four grooves in

each section and independent control signal line. As shown in Fig. 4.5(b), this THz

circuit model can be easily realized by manipulating the combination sets of LC orien-
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tation. In the case of Y-junction switching, we can obtain intuitively understanding

of signal transmission by applying coupled mode theory. Since each junction can

be considered as a weak resonant cavity which is adjacent to THz waveguides, the

transmission in ON-state or OFF-state depends on the specific junction geometry. In

practical realizations, we need to consider the impedance matching issues between

each junctions and THz corrugated waveguides. Additionally, the signal lines con-

sisting of small grooves can solve the possible issues such as uniform LC alignment

under an electric field or inherent LC damping. Furthermore, the geometry is simple

to fabricate and can be easily implemented to execute THz Boolean logic algorithm.

4.5 Challenges and summary

In this chapter, we have demonstrated that active control of SSPP signal at THz

frequencies can be accomplished by modulating the refractive index of N-LC material.

However, further consideration must be given for practical implementation of the core

idea proposed in this chapter.

(1) First, the main physical issue stems from limited bandwidth [90]. In princi-

ple, dramatic signal slow down and efficient energy transfer can be achieved by using

resonant modes. However, the operation of resonance modes imposes significant band-

width constraints, thereby limiting the range of available operational frequencies. For

example, as shown in Fig. 4.2(a), the bandwidth of secondband mode is almost zero.

To increase the bandwidth of second-band mode, we can design the bandwidth by

choosing appropriate waveguide structures. For example, we can change geometrical

parameter h/d based on the guiding parameters a/d = 0.1, t/d = 1/3, and n = 1.501,

as shown in Fig. 4.6. More specifically, for small height h/d = 0.3 and large height

h/d = 0.7, the bandwidth of second mode is large. However, for medium height h/d

= 0.5, the bandwidth of second mode goes to zero, thus compressing the bandwidth

of THz pulse, as shown in Fig. 4.6(b). Even though bandwidth compression enables
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Figure 4.6: Dispersion diagram of SSPP bound modes supported by the sandwiched
conductor metamaterials with geometrical parameters a/d = 0.1, t/d =
1/3, and n = 1.501 for three different choices of h/d. (a) At h/d = 0.3,
the bandwidth of second band is large. (b) At h/d = 0.5, the bandwidth
goes to zero. (c) At h/d = 0.7, the bandwidth of second band is large.
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designers to spatially compress the pulsewidth and increase the internal fields, the

small bandwidth is not desirable in THz applications. Therefore, it is essential to

consider the delay-bandwidth product for an efficient THz switching device [91].

(2) Second, the switching speed of LC is significantly lower than conventional EO

materials such as KH2PO4 or LiNbO3. This difficulty can be addressed by using

other methods such as nonlinear EO, optically controlled, or loss-induced material

[92]. Recently, SPP signals in metallic on dielectric waveguides can be controlled by

using the phase transition of crystalline gallium [18]. As an alternative for SSPP

routing, this phase transition owing to the temperature change or external optical

excitation provides strong modulation strength (δn/n) and relatively fast switching

speed

(3) Third, the inherent attenuation of LC in the THz domain may have an influ-

ence on SSPP dispersion, thereby changing resonant modes, bandwidth and quality

factor (Q). In general, the SSPP dispersion mode strongly depends on the dispersive

modulation (δn) and absorptive modulation (δα). Since absorption is strongly related

to signal attenuation, absorption modulation is not broadly considered as a switching

mechanism. However, absorption modulation (δα) may extend the degree of freedom

for signal routing similar to absorptive optical bistability method.

(4) Fourth, the device performance depends on the polarization of the incident

THz field. Therefore, the THz circuit system requires the TM polarizer at the input

port.

(5) Fifth, the insertion loss at the input port has a large value because the input

port and subwavelength gap structure have a significant impedance mismatch. To

decrease the momentum mismatch, we can design the THz waveguide or switching

system with a periodic arrangement of cutthrough corrugated slits [93]. This arrange-

ment may lead to solve the momentum mismatch between the gap structure and input

port.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of the THz Y-junction switching: electric contacts placed di-
rectly onto the electrically disconnected metallic lines.

(6) Finally, the device implementation such as electrical contacts cannot be easily

made. For example, in the case of Y-junction switch, if we assume that the electric

contacts placed directly onto corrugated metallic structures, the metallic structure

has physically the same voltage value. To obtain the different voltage configurations

between signal lines, the device designers need to obtain electrically disconnected

metallic lines, as shown in Fig. 4.6. In addition, electric contacts in the immediately

vicinity of confined SSPP modes may result in additional signal loss. Therefore, it is

essential to find a way to minimize the signal loss.

However, even though there remain many unresolved challenges to design exper-

imental plasmon logic gates, the basic method presented here provides promising

possibilities for the active THz device occupying an area of several micrometermeters

square. In particular, the proposed linear Y-junction switching devices operate as a

2 : 1 multiplexer, a fundamental building block in the digital systems. This chapter

concludes that the unique properties of SSPP modes having strong subwavelength

EM confinement, low signal attenuation, and high extinction ratio will open a new

vista for the next generation subwavelength active THz devices.
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CHAPTER V

One-dimensional surface plasmon photonic crystal

slab for a nanophotodiode

5.1 Introduction

The periodic surface plasmon photonic crystal slab (SPPCS) modifies photonic

properties of a metallic film by artificially tailoring a metallic sub-wavelength topol-

ogy, thus leading to dramatic change of surface plasmon (SP) dispersion curves. Espe-

cially, the strong near field confinement and enhanced EM transmission of SPPCS gen-

erates considerable interest because this engineered SP dynamics opens up new possi-

bilities and promising optoelectronic technology [94],[95],[96],[97],[98],[99],[100],[101].

For example, the ability to transmit EM field through the SPPCS could increase the

efficiency of photonic devices such as TM polarizer [102] and optical filter [57]. In

addition, the capability to increase SP near field intensity has large potential in op-

toelectronic devices such as photovoltaics [103] and light emitting diode (LED) [104].

In this chapter, we focus on a new way to enhance the photo-generation rate for a

nano-photodiode by using one dimensional (1D) SPPCS. In general, the conventional

photodiode usually use an antireflection layer (Fig. 5.1(a)) to decrease reflection loss

in the semiconductor material, thereby obtaining maximum far field intensity. How-

ever, this small reflection loss method has some limitations for a miniaturization of
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Figure 5.1: (a) Conventional photodiode with an antireflection coating. (b) Surface
plasmon photonic slab (SPPCS) for a photodiode.

the optical circuitry. First of all, the size of antireflection coating is almost compara-

ble to the wavelength of light. Furthermore, for the nano-photodiode, it is necessary

to have a thinner depletion layer and small active semiconductor [11], thus resulting

in the small amount of photo-generation rate because of smaller active semiconduc-

tor region under the far field optical field density. To overcome dimension issue of

antireflection coating and low photo-generation rate in the small semiconductor layer

of the nano-photodiode, the SPPCS (Fig. 5.1(b)) could be the best solution for three

following reasons: (1) The SPPCS building blocks have the nano-scale dimensions,

(2) The localized and delocalized SP modes from SPPCS concentrates strong photons

to a small semiconductor layer, (3) TM polarized wave efficiently transmits through

SPPCS, thus behaving like an antireflection coating.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic view of SPPCS. (b) Geometry of SPPCS. The parameters
are defined as in the figure: Λ is the periodicity, f Λ is width of Au and h
is the thickness of the SPPCS. (c) The complex dielectric constant of Au
and Si was obtained by experimental data based on the cubic regression
method. (d) The cross section of Au rectangular cylinder.
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5.2 Dimensionless reduced polarzability of rectangular cylin-

der

Fig. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show schematics of our SPPCS photodiode of consisting of

Si active semiconductor and Au (Gold) photonic slab. The grating structure is com-

posed of two different media with Au and air (n=1). The frequency dependent optical

properties of Au [50] and Si are obtained by interpolating the Johnson’s and Palik’s

experimental data as displayed in Fig. 5.2(c). First, we have calculated the polariz-

ability of the rectangular metallic cylinder (Fig. 5.2(d)) to obtain surface plamon (SP)

resonant frequency for an efficient near field EM confinement in the semiconductor

layer. Physically, when the wavelength of the incident field is large compared to the

geometry of the metallic rectangular cylinder, the confined electron cloud generates

the dipole-like polarization, thus explaining the surface plasmon resonance in the 2-D

rectangular geometry. This polarizability of the rectangular metallic cylinder placed

at free space (n=1) is given by [105]:

pL = −8χab(C1 − C2(a2 − b2)) (5.1)

where χ is the electric susceptibility given by χ = (εm−1)/(4π), εm(ω) = εr(ω)+εi(ω)

is the complex dielectric function of metal, C1(εm,a,b) and C2(εm,a,b)are function of

εm, a and b. Eyges and Gianino have derived a detailed mathematical formulation

for the polarizability of rectangular dielectric cylinders by using the Green function

analysis [14]. Fig. 5.3(a) shows the magnitude of dimensionless reduced polarizability

for rectangular SP cylinder (a=25nm, b=25nm) by using the Johnson’s experimental

data of three different noble metals: Cu (copper), Au (gold) and Ag (silver) [12].

As can be seen, compared with Cu and Au, Ag shows the maximum polarizability,

thus generating strong EM field enhancement. However, the imaginary permittivity

of Si tremendously increases from 3.0eV as shown in Fig. 5.2(c), thus the resonance
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Figure 5.3: (a) Dimensionless reduced polarizability of rectangular SP cylinder as a
function of photon energy. These curves are obtained from the cubic spline
method by using the Johnson’s experimental optical data of three different
noble metals: Cu, Au and Ag. (b) Dimensionless reduced polarizability
of Au rectangular cylinder with different geometry ratio (a/b).

frequency (3.49eV) of Ag rectangular cylinder lies in the strong damping region.

Therefore, we choose Au to minimize far field damping loss in the semiconductor

medium at the resonant condition (2.36eV) and obtain the efficient delocalized SP

modes at the lower frequency. In Fig. 5.3(b), the magnitude of polarizability of Au

cylinder can be manipulated by changing a (width) and b (height). As the ratio

(r=a/b, b is 25nm) decreases, the magnitude of polarizability of Au also decreases

because of the capacity of electron cloud inside the metallic cylinder

5.3 The photonic map of SPPCS

In order to check SP resonant modes have an effect on the efficiency of SPPCS

photodiode. We have employed the rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) to obtain

TM-photonic maps including absorption, transmission and reflection [44], [45]. To

demonstrate the usefulness of SPPCS for the photodiode, we first investigate the Au

film (no grating structure) with thin thickness (h=50nm) shown in the inset of Fig.

5.4(a). First, we investigate the dispersion relations ω(k) for SP on the thin films by
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considering EM boundary conditions at the two interfaces. The main reason is that

the simplest way to understand the photonic behavior is to examine the SP dispersion

relations. As can be seen, even (symmetric) SP modes and free space in a symmetric

environment Air/Au/Air intersect with the critical point (2.48eV). Fundamentally,

SP modes in the symmetric gap environment can be classified as even (symmetric)

modes and odd (anti-symmetric) modes with respect to mirror symmetry. In this

chapter, we ignore the anti-symmetric SP modes because symmetric SP modes are

fundamental modes, for which SP modes have the smallest nodes. Similarly, the SP

modes and free space in the anti-symmetric environment Air/Au/Si almost intersect

the critical point. Physically, this means that when the frequency is below the critical

point, the strong momentum mismatch occurs between incident wave and SP modes,

thus producing the high reflection spectrum. However, above the critical point, the

small momentum mismatch leads to the strong absorption inside the metallic film.

More specifically, Fig. 5.4(b),(c) and (d) give us a clue on how the critical frequency

(2.48eV) has influenced on the optical behavior of thin film. In Fig. 5.4(b),(c) and (d),

the absorption, transmission and reflection maps of Air/Au/Si ranging from 1.5eV-

4eV (photonic energies) and 00-900 (incident angles) are displayed. Below the critical

frequency (2.48eV), most EM waves reflected because of strong momentum mismatch.

However, at the critical frequency, the peak of transmission occurs as predicted by

the SP dispersion analysis. As the frequency increase above the critical point, most

incident EM waves absorb in the Au film.

These thin film photonic maps can be significantly modified by creating the pho-

tonic band structure. Fig. 5.5 demonstrates the photonic maps of SPPCS with

periodicity (Λ=100nm), width (f Λ=50nm) and thickness (h=50nm). As can be seen

in Fig. 5.5(a), the maximum reduced polarizability of rectangular SP cylinder oc-

curs at the resonant frequency (2.36eV), thus leading to strong SP generator, thereby

increasing the EM field intensity and enhancing the photo-generation rate in the Si
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medium. As shown in Fig. 5.5(b), even though absorption map of SPPCS does not

significantly changed by creating the photonic band structure, strong SP resonance

coupling between metallic rectangular cylinders leads to the extraordinary transmis-

sion and low reflection in angle-frequency domain as shown in Fig. 5.5(c)-(d).

5.4 The FEM simulation of a nanophotodiode

It has been shown that the photonic maps of SPPCS can be tailored, thus obtain-

ing efficient light transmission in the active medium, we now focus on the realistic

simulation for demonstrating strong light confinement and enhanced transmission in

the SPPCS photodiode. In Fig. 5.6, we show that magnitude of near field density

(black line) of SPPCS photodiode under the incident TM plane wave with incident

angle θ=0 (degree) and amplitude E=1V /m (field density=0.707V /m2) for follow-

ing SPPCS geometry: periodicity (Λ =100nm), width (f Λ =50nm) and thickness

(h=50nm). Furthermore, contrast to previous RCWA structure, we make small air

gap (5nm) between SPPCS and Si active medium to efficiently distribute strong near

field at the surface of semiconductor layer. These graphs have been calculated by

the near field pattern obtained by using HFSS simulation based on the finite element

method (FEM). As predicted by polarizability analysis, the magnitude plot of near

field density is similar to the magnitude graph of polarizability of rectangular SP

cylinder, thus justifying the validity of polarizability method as shown in Fig. 5.5(a).

As shown in Fig. 5.6, the near field pattern has strong field profile at the cor-

ner of metallic rectangular cylinder. Furthermore, strong near field density profile

between 2.16eV and 2.36eV can be explained by the electron cloud oscillation in the

confined metallic cylinder. Even though the zigzag shape can be affected by numeri-

cal noises from HFSS, the obvious magnitude difference between SPPCS photodiode

and uncoated SPPCS photodiode verify the usefulness of SPPCS for the near field

enhancement. More specifically, the SPPCS generates to strong near field intensity
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(2.8V /m2) at the resonant frequency 2.26eV, this value is four orders of magnitude

increase compared to incident far field intensity (0.707V /m2). The small difference

(0.01eV) of resonant frequency between polarizability calculation and FEM simula-

tion method may be due to the fact that SP coupling between rectangular structures

changes the location of resonant modes of SPPCS. In addition, the SPPCS photo-

diode gives a high value of directivity compared to uncoated SPPCS structure, thus

focusing on strong near-field in the active semiconductor layer. Fig. 5.7(a)-(c) show

the snapshots of magnitude of scattered E -field for three different frequencies. Es-

pecially, as shown in Fig. 5.7(a), at the low frequency (1.66eV), the strong E-field

greater than E=2V/m occupies most active layer because the large wavelength gen-

erates delocalized SP modes and localized SP modes, and the optical properties of Si

efficiently lead to confine the strong field intensity in the active medium. Fig. 5.7(b),

at the resonant frequency (2.26eV), shows that localized SP modes from rectangu-

lar structures generate the strong near field intensity and extraordinary transmission
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compared to uncoated SPPCS photodiode as shown in the inset of Fig. 5.7(b). As

the frequency increases up to 2.76eV, the SPPCS structure almost acts like an anti-

reflection coating structure as given in Fig. 5.7(c).

5.5 Summary

In summary, we have presented a new SP nano-photodiode architecture based

on 1D SPPCS. Specifically, at the resonant frequency (2.26eV), the four order in-

crease of near field intensity (FEM calculation) and almost 70% EM transmission

(RCWA calculation) has been demonstrated. The building geometry and noble met-

als of SPPCS can be changed for the purpose of optimizing EM transmission, near

field generator and broadband sensitivity. Undoubtedly, this concept is extensible to

the various promising photo-detector applications such as solar-cell technology and

molecular bio-sensing.
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CHAPTER VI

Conclusions and future work

6.1 Conclusions

Compressing light on a subwavelength scale is one of the most promising areas of

current photonics and electronics [106]. However, it is not possible to confine the light

radiated by nanometer size atoms or molecules to a lateral dimension smaller than

wavelength of the light by using the conventional waveguiding methods. To overcome

these challenges, plasmonics is an ideal candidate for two main reasons: (1) plas-

monics uses low dimensional surface waves such as 1-D and 2-D, thus miniaturizing

the optical components for solving the integration limit and (2) plasmonics devices

provide strong light localization, thus allowing highly sensitive detection and signal

transducer components. Thus, the emerging field of plasmonics strongly benefits the

various areas such as near-field optics, quantum dots and optical processing.

Specifically, this disseration focuses on three main areas for ultrafast circuit sys-

tems: (1) passive plasmonics circuitry, (2) active plasmonics circuitry and (3) ultrafast

photodectors. First, the dissertation introduces equivalent circuit modeling of metal-

lic nanoparticle arrays and metallic nanowire. Next, the dissertation presents a new

dynamic switching concept using the conductor metamaterial. Finally, the disserta-

tion presents an efficient nano-photodiode using the surface plasmon photonic crystal

slab.
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6.2 Future work

In the electronic devices, the logic function utilizing series and parallel combina-

tions of switches can be demonstrated by simple pass transistor logic circuits. For

example, each of switches can be implemented by a single NMOS and by a pair

of complementary MOS transistor, thus passing and blocking signal transmission. In

our research, we demonstrate the equivalent circuit model of a Y-junction THz switch

consisting four grooves in each section and independent control line. This THz logic

circuitry can be easily realized by manipulating the combination sets of LC orienta-

tion. In a simple case, this 2:1 multiplexer, a functional digital building block can

be easily accomplished by the pass-transistor logic gate. In the planned research, we

will develop the various SSPP switches based on the various control methods such as

refractive index modulation, absorptive modulation and all optical modulation.

First, we will design the active THz Mach-zender interferometers using the meta-

material. The THz Mach-zehnder interferometers can be designed by changing of

wavevector k at small refractive index modulation δn/n∼Ó(0.001). In detail, the

SSPP dispersion engineering allows us to obtain the induced phased change δΦ = Lδk,

where L is the length of the interferometer. The k can be approximately calculated

by the first other perturbation theory [107]:

δ k ∼ ωo
vg

δn

n

∫
ε|E|2 (6.1)

where group velocity is vg, resonant frequency ωo and refractive index n. As shown,

the bandwidth compression, THz field enhancement and slow light propagation of

the corrugated perfect conductor metamaterial significantly increases the phase shift,

thus providing the promising way for the large shift of wavevector (δk) at small length

scale. Therefore, the efficient THz mach-zender interferometers based on the perfect

conductor metamaterial are achieved.
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Next, we will develop a simple channel drop SSPP structures comprising of two

waveguides and a THz resonant system [108]. More importantly, channel drop filters

can be used to backbone structure of photonic integrated systems and optical commu-

nication system. In detail, channel dropping filters can be used to access a wavelength

division multiplexed signal along the one channel, while leaving other channels undis-

tributed, thus providing an efficient filter behavior. Among various channel drop

filter, the resonant systems are promising candidate for channeling dropping because

the resonators with high quality factor Q can be used to obtain the high selectiv-

ity. The schematic of a resonant-cavity of the general channel drop filter, where

two waveguides, the bus and drop, are coupled through a THz optical resonator.

More importantly, the topology management enables us to obtain the ultrahigh cav-

ity structure by designing the metallic structure on a subwavelenth scale. Therefore,

we will realize the resonant-cavity channel drop filter using the sub-wavelength design

method. Two waveguides can be achieved using the corrugated metallic structure.

However, the cavity design is not simple because the resonator should be connected

with bus channel and drop channel each other. In the future research, we will build

up sub-wavelength gap structure between cavity and channels, thus providing the

SSPP coupling mechanics. To achieve this task, it is essential to optimize the reso-

nant frequencies of resonant resonator and THz channels, thus proving the effective

resonant-cavity channel drop filter.
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APPENDIX A

Normal Surface of Anisotropic Media

We assume a monochromatic plane wave of angular frequency propagating in

anisotropic medium with an electric field and a magnetic field

Eexp[i(ωt− k · r)] Hexp[i(ωt− k · r)] (A.1)

From the Maxwell equation, we obtain

k × (k × E) + ω2µεE = 0 (A.2)

The fundamental dielectric tensor ε is given by ε = (εx, εy, εz). This leads to a

constitutive relation between ω and k

det


ω2µεx − k2

y − k2
z kxky kxkz

kykx ω2µεy − k2
x − k2

z kykz

kzkx kzky ω2µεz − k2
x − k2

y

 = 0 (A.3)

In the case of ky = 0, we obtain two normal surfaces:

TM mode: (knx,I/nz)
2 + (knz,I/nx)

2 = (ω/c)2

TE mode: (knx,I + knz,I)
2/n2

y = (ω/c)2
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APPENDIX B

Dispersion Diagram of Spoof Surface Plamson

Polariton Along the Corrugated Periodic

Metamaterial

The permittivity of Region I and grooves have anisotropic permittivity (nx, ny,

nz). Firstly, we are interested in calculating the dispersion relation of TM polarized

waves propagating in the x direction along the corrugated wave structure bounded

by anisotropic dielectric material. To analyze the TM dispersion analysis as a quasi-

analytical form, the EM modes can be expanded in terms of Floquet modes that

are characteristic waves for periodic structures. The H field with TM polarization

(magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of grating structure in Region I ) may be

expressed in terms of modes:

HI
y =

+∞∑
n=−∞

ρnexp(jknz,Iz)exp(jknx,Ix)


0

1

0

 (B.1)
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From the Maxwell equation:

EI =
+∞∑

n=−∞

ρnexp(jknz,Iz)exp(jknx,Ix)


−knz
ωεx

0

knx
ωεx

 (B.2)

where ρn are amplitude of diffractions knx,I = kx+2πn/d and (knx,I/nz)
2 +(knz,I/nx)

2 =

(ω/c)2 account for biaxial index ellipsoids with n2
x = εx/ε0, n2

y = εx/ε0 n
2
z = εz/ε0

and c is the velocity of light. On the other hand, the circular normal surface (knx,I +

knz,I)
2/n2

y = (ω/c)2 represents the TE polarization wave. However, in the Region II

(blue), all fields are zero except inside the grooves (-a/2 ≤ x ≤ a/2) in the limit of the

perfect conductor, thus Hy within the grooves can be written as a linear combination

of the backward and forward z-directional TM modes:

HII
y = A+exp(jkII,zz) + A−exp(−jkII,zz) (B.3)

and

EII = A+exp(jkII,zz)


−kII,z

ωεx

0

0

+ A−exp(−jkII,zz)


kII,z
ωεx

0

0

 (B.4)

where A+ and A− are constants and kII,z = nxω/c (in the case of TE polarization :

kII,z = nyω/c).

The boundary conditions : It is straightforward to show that the dispersion rela-

tion of TM polarized surface wave propagating in x direction along the periodically

corrugated meta-material can be rigorously derived by applying the boundary condi-

tions: tangential E and H fields at the interface between Region I and II, tangential

E fields vanishing at the perfect conductor surface and E fields at the bottom of the

grooves(z=h).
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1. First boundary condition (at z=0, only -a/2 ≤ x ≤ a/2) : HI
x = HII

x

2. Second boundary condition (at z=0, only -a/2 ≤ x ≤ a/2) : EI
x = EII

x

3. Third boundary condition (at z=h) : EII
x = 0

From these boundary conditions, we obtain constitutive matrix with the form of

a matrix equation Q× A = 0, i.e.,

∑∞n=−∞
kz,IIS

2
n

kzn
− 1 −

∑∞
n=−∞

kz,IIS
2
n

kzn
− 1

exp(jkII,zh) exp(−jkII,zh)


A+

A−

 =

0

0

 (B.5)

The TM dispersion relation can be obtained in the condition of det Q = 0, i.e.,

1− j
∑
n

(
kz,IIS

2
n

knz,I
)tan(kz,IIh) = 0 (B.6)

where j is
√
−1 and Sn = (

√
a/d)sinc(k

(n)
x a/2).
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